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1 Motivation

The modern world is in large part based on technology. Social interac-
tions are deeply complemented with the use of social media. Knowledge
is out there in the World-Wide-Web, just google it and you will find it.
Everything is becoming automatized: industrial processes, cashiers at su-
permarkets, even computers can drive cars and fly planes. Fordism has
pierced the barriers of industry and extended its wings into all markets. In
such world order the limitation of resources and the urgency to preserve
our natural environment demands the development of cleaner, greener, and
more efficient technologies for the prevalence of our civilization. To this
end it is necessary to discover new ways to overcome e.g. thermal waste
energy. The study and comprehension of properties and phenomena related
to energy-efficiency in the context of condensed matter physics is crucial.

One of the options that the understanding of condensed matter brings is
that magnetism (and particularly magnetic insulators) might replace elec-
tronics. This is a very attractive idea because in such materials Joule heating
is negligible (due to the fact that electrons do not move inside the material),
the timescales of the phenomena are comparable to the electronic ones, and
because magnetic materials are ubiquitous.

In this Thesis we will deal with spins and magnetism in two different situ-
ations: i) electron spins within a metal (or semiconductor), and ii) localized
spins in a magnetic insulator. In both cases we will analyze the transmu-
tation of spin into charge (and/or vice-versa). The combination of such
elements is known nowadays as magnon spintronics.

Motivated by the first paragraph of this preface, let us first perform a naive
estimate to get a rough idea of the advantage of these systems in terms of
energy efficiency. Let us consider a spin current jS across an interface of area
Aint. We define the dissipation power per area in analogy with the electric
case

Ps = µsj
S ,

where µs is the spin bias (analogue to the electrochemical potential). In the
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1 Motivation

following Chapter we will see that the interfacial spin current is jS ∝ gsµs,
this leads to a total dissipation power

P total
s = Aintµsj

S ∼ µ2
sgsAint,

where gs is the effective spin conductance (in [S/m2]). Typical values for
these quantities are µs = 9 µV, gs = 1.5× 1012 S/m2, and Aint = 10−13 m2,
leading to Ps ∼ 10−11 W [1–3]. Let us consider a modern high-end chip
such as a Graphics Processing Unit (a.k.a GPU) NVIDIA TU102 Turing.
This GPU contains NT = 18.600.000.000 transistors! Such a GPU consumes
around 250 W [4] and is assembled within an area of 754 mm2. Naively
we can assume that the total power consumption of a similar spintronic
device will be just the total number of spin devices multiplied by the power
consumption of a single device, i.e. P total

s ∼ NTPs ∼ 170 mW, which is
already an improvement in terms of power consumption. One might think:
why would I use such kind of chip? If the reader is not into computer games
or 3D animation design, then there is not really a point on using such a
chip and wasting 250 W of energy. But regardless, nowadays we all use
google. According to Google TM they spend around 0.0003 kWha of energy
on an average search query. This is the energy needed to turn on a 10 W
low-energy light bulb for 108 seconds [7]! To the ends of minimizing the
amounts of energy that we use (or in other words finding more efficient ways
to transport and/or process information) is where magnetism and spintronics
present themselves as attractive alternatives.

The main focus of this Thesis is interfacial spin transport phenomena. We
will show how spins, spin currents, and magnons can be converted into each
other and charge currents (and vice-versa) near interfaces using magnetic
materials with different properties and in different regimes.

aDisclaimer: The numbers used to estimate this are from 2009 and can be found in
[5]. Google searches may have become more efficient in the last years but there is no
available data on it, only the claim that energy use is more efficient [6].
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2 Basics

In this chapter we review the basic necessary concepts to understand the rest
of this Thesis. We will start discussing the relevance of conservation laws
and then apply this to a system of weakly interacting magnons. Later we will
discuss some of the mechanisms to generate magnons in a magnetic insulator.
We also discuss the interplay of interfacial spin current and magnons and
its influence on the properties of metals, to finish with a rough analysis of
nonlocal magnon spin transport experiments.

2.1 The importance of conservation laws

Conservation laws are a very important part of physics. Thanks to them we
can understand a vast set of physical phenomena, from e.g. why the Moon
does not crash into the Earth [8] to the understanding of the Anderson
mechanism [9]. But, what is a conservation law? In this Thesis we refer to a
conservation law as the change in time of a given quantity Q, more precisely

dQ

dt
= γgrowth − γdecay. (2.1)

It is important to clarify one thing first: as we deal with open dissipative
systems of particles whenever we refer to a conservation law it will indeed
be a quasi-conservation keeping track of the growth and decay rates. We
apply this formalism for magnons. Magnons are magnetic fluctuations that
carry intrinsic spin angular momentum ~, and for the purpose of this Thesis
they will be considered as particles (see Fig. 2.1).

The usual framework to find such conservation laws in many-particle sys-
tems is through the Boltzmann equation.

Let us begin considering a system with a macroscopic number of particles.
We will find conservation laws for the macroscopic variables that describe
the magnon system using a statistical approach based on the Boltzmann
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2 Basics

Figure 2.1: Artist representation of a system of many magnons. In this Thesis
we study the behaviour of weakly interacting many-magnon systems
floating on a thermal bath of phonons.

equation
df

dt
= Γcoll, (2.2)

where f(r,p, t) is the one particle distribution function of magnon states
with momentum p. The RHS of Eq. (2.2) contains all collision terms, i.e.
among particles or with the environment. The typical form of the Boltzmann
equation that one finds in textbooks is [10]

∂f

∂t
+ vk · ∇rf + F · ∇pf = Γcoll, (2.3)

where we have defined vk = ṙ = ∂εk/∂(~k) as the group velocitya, and
F = ṗ the external force applied to the system of particles.

The general procedure to find such conservation laws is to multiply Eq. (2.3)
by the single-particle version of the desired quantity Q and then integrate
in momentum space. We will apply conservation laws in the context of
magnons, so we leave this discussion in stand-by to introduce the necessary
concepts related with magnetism and magnon spintronics.

aTypically in a ferromagnetic insulator the dispersion relation εk = Jk2+∆. The magnon
gap ∆ is governed by the applied magnetic field and/or the crystalline anisotropies.
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2.2 Magnetism

2.2 Magnetism

In this Thesis we deal mainly with magnetism. Magnets are materials in
which there are arrangements of magnetic moments (spins). If the magnet
is also an electrical insulator then the term magnetic insulator arises. The
lowest-energy spin state of a magnetic insulator can be depicted as an ar-
rangement of arrows as shown in Fig. 2.2. Mathematically we describe these
arrows with a vector Si which defines the direction of the spin located in the
i-th position [11].

The main mechanism of spin-spin interaction is the exchange interaction

Hex =
∑

i,j

Ji,jSi · Sj, (2.4)

where Ji,j is known as the exchange energy integral, which can be computed
from the overlap of pairs of wavefunctions. The sum covers all sites in the
arrangement of spins. The sign of Ji,j dictates if the order is ferromagnetic
(Ji,j < 0) or antiferromagnetic (Ji,j > 0). In general this interaction is
truncated to nearest-neighbour spins.

Figure 2.2: Two kinds of magnetic order in a magnetic insulator. Panel (a) shows
a ferromagnetic order, while panel (b) depicts antiferromagnetic order.

2.3 Magnetization dynamics and magnons

To describe the dynamics of the magnetization direction we use the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation. If we consider a collection of spins living
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2 Basics

on a lattice, the semi-classical equation of motion for the i-th spin in the
magnetic insulator is

∂mi

∂t
= mi ×Heff,i − α mi ×

∂mi

∂t
, (2.5)

where mi represents the direction of the spin Si = Smi with S � 1 the
spin quantum number. The parameter α is known as the Gilbert damping
coefficient which quantifies the relaxation to an equilibrium state. Roughly
speaking, 1/α is the amount of precessions it takes for the magnetization
direction to relax back to equilibrium. Commonly α� 1. The typical time
evolution of a magnetic moment is shown in Fig. 2.3.

H

Figure 2.3: Artist representation of the time evolution of a magnetic moment S(t)
following the LLG equation [see Eq. (2.5)]. The magnetic moment
precesses around its effective field Heff . The damping is characterized
by α.
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2.3 Magnetization dynamics and magnons

In general, the solution of Eq. (2.5) consists of a precessional term around
the effective field Heff and a decay-like torque due to Gilbert damping. The
effective field is defined as

Heff,i = −1

~
δF
δmi

, (2.6)

where F is the free energy functional of the magnet, and δF/δm is the func-
tional derivative of F with respect to m. The free energy functional includes
all the energetics of the system such as exchange interaction, anisotropies,
magnetic field, etc.

The low energy excitations of the magnetic order are know as spin waves
in a classical description (see Fig. 2.4), if one quantizes them, they are known
as magnons.

Figure 2.4: Artist representation of a magnon in a ferromagnetic insulator. The
upper panel shows the ground state of a ferromagnet. The magnetic
moments (depicted by the red arrows) are parallel to each other min-
imizing the energy. The middle panel shows a high energy localized
magnon. This sort of excitation is not common in the absence of in-
teractions. The lower panel shows a collective excitation which will
typically be a low energy excitation of the magnetic order.

In a more specialized language, magnons are spinless bosonic collective ex-
citations of the magnetic order that carry ~ of intrinsic angular momentum.
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2 Basics

That is, one has to consider a magnon as a particle-wave excitation with
spin 0, i.e., without internal structure. In analogy with an electron that car-
ries a quantum of electric charge q, a magnon carries a quantum of intrinsic
angular momentum ~ (referred to as spin angular momentum, or simply
spin).

Magnons come in different flavours depending on the material. For ex-
ample in Yttrium Iron Garnet (a.k.a. YIG, which is a ferrimagnetic material
treated as a ferromagnet over a wide range of wave vectors and energies)
magnons are described by a quadratic dispersion ω ∝ k2. In Fe2O3 (a.k.a
Hematite) which is an antiferromagnet, magnons will be typically described
by a linear dispersion relation and host two different modes (or polariza-
tions).

Depending on the properties of the magnetic insulator and external factors
as temperature or magnetic field magnons will be found mainly in three
regimes

i) Coherent regime. Typically described by means of the LLG equation.

ii) Incoherent regime (a.k.a thermal magnons). Typically described by the
stochastic LLG equation at low energies, or by Boltzmann transport
theory at high energies.

iii) Strongly correlated regime, described in this Thesis in Chapter 3 by a
Green’s function approach.

The first two regimes are appropriate in the case of weakly interacting
magnons. The third regime is typically present in strongly interacting sys-
tems and is under the scope of the quantum magnetism community.

In general we represent magnons using the Holstein-Primakoff transform-
ation (HPT)

S+
i = Sx + iSy = ~a†i

√
2S − a†i ai,

S−i = Sx − iSy = ~
√

2S − a†i ai ai, (2.7)

Szi = ~(a†i ai − S),

where a†i (ai) is a bosonic creation (annihilation) operator at site i. To be
consistent with the algebra of angular momentum [Si, Sj] = i~εijkSk, the
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2.4 Diffusive model for magnons

bosonic operators follow the commutation relations

[ai, a
†
j ] = δij, [ai, aj] = [a†i , a

†
j ] = 0. (2.8)

2.4 Diffusive model for magnons

We are now ready to consider conservation laws for magnons. This section
is a reproduction of the theoretical results of the paper by Cornelissen et al.,
which applies for magnetic insulators as YIG [3].

Figure 2.5: Artist representation of many magnons (depicted in terracotta) scat-
tering with impurities (yellow square) with scattering time τel in a
thermal bath of phonons at temperature Tp (depicted in light green).
The scattering with phonons is mediated by two mechanisms: i) Due
to Gilbert damping (α) which leads to a scattering time τmr and ii)
Due to magnetoelastic coupling leading to τmp. The magnon magnon
interaction occurs at τmm. These timescales will play a role in the
relaxation time approximation of the Boltzmann equation.

Due to the bosonic nature of magnons we expect a weakly interacting
gas of magnons in local equilibrium to be described by the Bose-Einstein
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2 Basics

distribution

f0(x,k, t)→ nBE

(
εk − µm(r)

kBTm(r)

)
=

[
exp

[
εk − µm(r)

kBTm(r)

]
− 1

]−1

, (2.9)

where εk is the magnon dispersion relation, µm(r) is the local equilibrium
magnon chemical potential, and Tm(r) is the local equilibrium temperature
of the magnons. Magnons, as most excitations in condensed matter, will
interact with their environment through scattering processes. The local
equilibrium is established when the magnon-magnon interaction dominates
the other magnon scattering processes.

The main processes that are involved in the transport of magnons through
a magnetic insulator are [3]

i) Elastic magnon scattering by bulk impurities or interface disorder, with
time-scale τel.

ii) Magnon dissipation by magnon-phonon interactions that annihilate or
create spin waves and/or inelastic scattering of magnons by magnetic
disorder, with time-scale τmr. The phonons are considered as a bath.

iii) Magnon-phonon interactions that conserve the number of magnons,
with time-scale τmp.

iv) Magnon-magnon scattering by magnon-conserving scattering processes,
with time-scale τmm.

All the previously mentioned scattering processes need to be taken in account
for a proper description of the collision integrals in Eq. (2.3).

Another important fact is that we consider no external forces driving the
magnons (i.e. F = 0). So, how is it possible that magnons are actually
driven in the system? The answer is through statistical forces. We will see
that the magnon chemical potential and the magnon temperature are indeed
essential quantities that drive the transport of magnons.

With the previous assumption Eq. (2.3) becomes

∂f

∂t
+ vk · ∇rf = Γin − Γout, (2.10)

10



2.4 Diffusive model for magnons

where Γin = Γin
el + Γin

mr + Γin
mp + Γin

mm and Γout = Γout
el + Γout

mr + Γout
mp + Γout

mm

are the total scattering rates. We now explain the individual contributions
separately.

The elastic magnon scattering with impurities can be computed by Fermi’s
Golden rule

Γout
el =

2π

~
∑

k′

|V el
kk′ |2δ(εk − εk′)f(k)[1 + f(k′)]. (2.11)

where the potential V el
kk′ describes the interaction between a magnon and an

impurity. This scattering process brings a magnon with wave-vector k into
k′. The rate of creation Γin

el is obtained exchanging k→ k′.

The magnon relaxation due to interaction with the phonon bath can be
computed in the classical limit i.e. taking the expectation value of the
magnon number operator [see Eq. (2.7)] to be 〈a†a〉 � 1 and using the lin-
earized LLG equation. In such case 〈a†a〉 → f(k, t) which ultimately leads
to

Γout
mr = 2α

εk
~
f(k)

[
1 + nBE

(
εk
kBTp

)]
. (2.12)

The phonons are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium at temperature Tp,
thus the in-rate is obtained by exchanging f ↔ nBE (εk/kBTp) in the ex-
pression for the out-rate leading to

Γin
mr = 2α

εk
~
nBE

(
εk
kBTp

)
[1 + f(k)] . (2.13)

Magnon number-conserving magnon-phonon interactions are dominated
by the magnetoelastic coupling that involves the exchange interaction. This
couples the magnetic excitations to the elastic displacements via exchange
interaction

Hmp = −B
S

∫
dx S(x) · ∇2S(x)


 ∑

i=x,y,z

∂R

∂i


 , (2.14)

where B is the magnetoelastic constant, R is the displacement field which
can be written in terms of the phonon creation and annihilation operators p
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2 Basics

and p† as

R =

√
~2

2ρε
[p+ p†], (2.15)

where ρ is the mass density, and ε is the energy of the phonons. Using the
Holstein-Primakoff Transformation [Eq. (2.7)] one finds

Hmp ∼ B
∫

dx
(
∇a† · ∇a

)(~2

ρε

) ∑

i=x,y,z

∂p

∂i
+ h.c. (2.16)

Considering the phonons in equilibrium and using Fermi’s Golden Rule, this
interaction leads to

Γout
mp =

2π

~
∑

k′,q

|V mp
kk′q|2δ(εk − εk′ − εq)f(k)[1 + f(k′)]

[
1 + nBE

(
εq
kBTp

)]
,

(2.17)

Γin
mp =

2π

~
∑

k′,q

|V mp
kk′q|2δ(εk − εk′ − εq)f(k′)[1 + f(k)]nBE

(
εq
kBTp

)
, (2.18)

where εq = ~cq is the phonon dispersion relation. The scattering potential
is

|V mp
kk′q|2 ∼

~2B2q2

ρεq
(k · k′)2δ(k− k′ − q). (2.19)

The magnon-magnon scattering is dominated by the four-magnon interaction
as we can expect from the lead correction to the exchange interaction

Hex = − J

2S

∫
dx S(x) · ∇2S(x). (2.20)

Through the Holstein-Primakoff transformation [see Eq. (2.7)] this can be
approximated up to fourth order as a four-particle interaction

Hmm = J
∑

kk′k′′k′′′

(k · k′)a†k′′a
†
k′′′akak′ + h.c. (2.21)
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2.4 Diffusive model for magnons

Applying Fermi’s golden rule one finds

Γout
mm =

2π

~
∑

kk′k′′

|V mm
k+k′,k−k′,k′′,k′′′ |2δ(εk + εk′ − εk′′ − εk′′′)

×f(k)f(k′)[1 + f(k′′)][1 + f(k′′′)], (2.22)

where the magnon-magnon scattering amplitude is

|V mm
k+k′,k−k′,k′′,k′′′ |2 ∼ J2(k · k′)2δ(k + k′ − k′′ − k′′′).

The generation rate Γin
mm is found exchanging k → k′′ and k′ → k′′′. The

collision rates Γ• govern the scattering times τ•, which are defined through
the out-collision rates Γout

• as

1

τ•(k, εk)
=

Γout
•

f(k, t)
, (2.23)

with f → nBE (εk/kBTp).

The task of solving the Boltzmann equation with the collision terms that
until now we have considered is not simple and we need to adopt some
approximations. The usual tool that is applied to simplify the problem is
know as the relaxation time approximation, in which we consider the collision
terms as a deviation of the equilbrium distribution function which is, as all
excitations involved are bosonic, the Bose-Einstein distribution function [see
Eq. (2.9)]. The collision terms within this approximation become

Γ[f ] =
1

τel

[
f − nBE

(
εk − µm
kBTm

)]
+

1

τmr

[
f − nBE

(
εk
kBTp

)]

+
1

τmp

[
f − nBE

(
εk − µm
kBTp

)]
+

1

τmm

[
f − nBE

(
εk − µm
kBTm

)]
, (2.24)

where Γ[f ] = Γin[f ]−Γout[f ]. As we focus on thermal magnons the collision
terms are evaluated at energy εk = kBT and momentum k = 1/Λ, where
Λ =

√
4πJ/kBT stands for the de Broglie wavelength of magnons. The

equilibrium distributions in Eq. (2.24) are chosen such that the processes
that conserve the number of magnons involve the magnon chemical potential
µm. Processes which exchange energy with phonons involve the phonon
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temperature Tp. We now summarize and estimateb the scattering times for
YIG within the previous limit.

The elastic scattering with impurities can be parametrized in terms of the
mean-free path `el = τel∂εk/~k, thus

1

τel
∼ 2

`el

√
Jεk
~
≈ 10− 105 ps. (2.25)

The magnon relaxation time becomes

1

τmr
∼ αkBT

~
≈ 1 ns. (2.26)

The magnon-phonon scattering at room temperature

1

τmp
∼ B2

~ρ

(
~

kBT

)
1

Λ9
≈ 1− 100 ps, (2.27)

and ultimately the magnon-magnon scattering time

1

τmm
∼
(
T

Tc

)3 kBT

~
≈ 0.1− 1 ps, (2.28)

where Tc ∼ JS3/2/kB is the Curie temperature.

Now that the relaxation time approximation has been established we lin-
earize the Boltzmann equation (Eq. (2.3)) using the ansatz

f(x,k, t) = f0 −
∂f0

∂εk
F, (2.29)

where F is to be determined and

f0 = nBE

(
εk − µm(r)

kBTm(r)

)
.

bTo estimate the timescales we used J = 8.5 × 10−40 Jm2, α = 10−4, `m = 1 − 10 µm,
`el = 102 − 106 nm, Λ = 1.5 nm, ρ = 10−17 kg/m3 and B = 2 × 103 GHz, which are
typical values for YIG.
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2.4 Diffusive model for magnons

A straightforward calculation leads to

F(r,k, t) = −τ ∂εk
∂~k

·
(
∇rµm(r) + [εk − µm(r)]

∇Tm
Tp

)
, (2.30)

where 1/τ = 1/τmm + 1/τmr + 1/τmp + 1/τel.

Now let us go back to the conservation laws from the Boltzmann equation.
We multiply Eq. (2.3) by ~ and integrate over k, obtaining the magnon spin
continuity equation

∂ρm
∂t

+∇ · jm = ~
∫

d3k

(2π)3
Γ[f ], (2.31)

where we defined the magnon density and the magnon current respectively
as

ρm =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
~f(r,k, t), jm =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
~f(r,k, t)vk. (2.32)

With a bit of algebra one finds that, up to linear order in µm and Tm−Tp,
Eq. (2.31) becomesc

∂ρm
∂t

+∇ · jm = − 3~
4τnrJΛ3

(
ζ

(
3

2

)
µm +

5kB
2
ζ

(
5

2

)
[Tm − Tp]

)
. (2.33)

The magnon-number relaxation time τnr = [1/τmr + 1/τmp]−1 includes all
collision processes that lead to a decay in the number of magnons.d Assum-
ing a dispersion relation εk = Jk2 the group velocity becomes vk = 2Jk/~,
which together with Eq. (2.29), Eq. (2.30), and Eq. (2.32) leads to

jm = −σm∇µm − L
∇Tm
Tm

, (2.34)

where we have respectively defined the magnon conductivity and the spin

cThe function ζ(s) =
1

Γ(s)

∫∞
0

dx
xs−1

(ex − 1)
is known as the Riemann zeta function, and

Γ(s)
∫∞
0

dx xs−1e−x is the Riemann gamma function .
dThe terms that conserve magnon-number are set to zero as within the relaxation time

approximation there are no collisional invariants.
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Seebeck coefficient as

σm =
4τnrJ

2

3~

∫
d3k

(2π)3

(
−∂f0

∂εk

)
|k|2 =

2τnrJ

~Λ3
ζ

(
3

2

)
, (2.35)

and

L =
4τnrJ

2

3~

∫
d3k

(2π)3

(
−∂f0

∂εk

)
[εk − µm]|k|2 =

5τnrJ

Λ3

kBT

~
ζ

(
5

2

)
. (2.36)

One of the most important results that is obtained from Eq. (2.3) is that
magnons diffuse in the ferromagnet. Considering the stationary state and
thermal equilibrium with the phonon bath (i.e. Tm = Tp) one finds that

∇2µm =
µm
`2m

, (2.37)

where

`m = 2

√
2

3

Jτnr

~
,

is known as the magnon spin diffusion length. This quantity will be import-
ant in the last section of this chapter once we discuss nonlocal transport
experiments. In this section we have shown that the magnon chemical po-
tential µm is a crucial element in the description of thermal magnons in a
magnetic insulator. Now we introduce one of the essential mechanisms to
excite magnons.

2.5 Spintronics

Spintronics is the short for spin electronics, whose main focus of study is
the spin degree of freedom of electrons/atoms in addition to charge. Several
efforts haven been made to make use of spins to process, transfer, and/or
store information. One of the most remarkable developments is the discovery
of the giant-magnetoresistance [12, 13] effect, which allows one to control the
resistance of a metallic magnetic heterostructure depending on the relative
direction of the magnetization of each layer. The resistance changes from
small (magnetization parallel) to large (magnetization antiparallel). Such
discovery has certainly revolutionized the field of solid-state physics and its
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2.5 Spintronics

Figure 2.6: Artist impression of a normal metal (NM) interfaced with a
(ferro)magnetic insulator (FM). The spins in the NM reach the in-
terface and interact with the magnetic moments in the FM. Due to
the interaction the electron (depicted in red) flips its spin and injects
~ of spin angular momentum into the FM.

connection with daily life applications [14] and even earned a Nobel prize in
physics in 2007 [15]. This was one of the first examples on how spintronics
could be included as a vital ingredient in solid state physics, expanding
the capabilities of the field. In the following we will discuss how using
spins we can indeed excite and control magnons opening the field of magnon
spintronics.

2.5.1 Magnon-electron interactions at interfaces

Let us consider a metallic/magnetic insulator heterostructure (see Fig. 2.6).
The basis of magnon spintronics is founded on the interfacial exchange inter-
action among the electrons in the metal and the localized magnetic moments
in the magnetic insulator. Such interaction can be written as

Hint = −Jex

∫

S
d2x S(x) · ρ̂(x), (2.38)

where Jex is the interfacial exchange interaction, and S(x) and ρ(x) cor-
respond to the orientation of the spins in the insulator and the metal re-
spectively, while S is the interfacial area. The electronic spin density can be
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written as

ρ(x) =
1

2

∑

σ,σ′=↑,↓
ψ†σ(x)σσσ′ψσ′(x), (2.39)

where σ is the vector of Pauli matrices while

ψ†σ(x) =
1√
V
∑

k

ckσe
ik·x, (2.40)

are the electron field operators in the system (where V is the volume of the
metal). The electronic operators follow the anti-commutation rules

{ψσ(x), ψ†σ′(x
′)} = δ(x− x′)δσσ′ , {ckσ, c†k′σ′} = δkk′δσσ′ . (2.41)

Using the Holstein-Primakoff transformation [see Eq. (2.7)] together with
Eq. (2.40) we can write Eq. (2.38) as

Hint ∝
∑

qkk′

[
Vqkk′a

†
qc
†
k↓ck′↑ + h.c.

]
, (2.42)

where we have neglected non-spin-conserving terms (e.g. c†kσck′σ′a
†
qam)

as they do not transfer of spin angular momentum across the interface.
Eq. (2.42) makes explicit that a spin-flip of the electron with spin-up ~/2 at
the interface creates a magnon in the magnetic insulator (which carries ~
of spin angular momentum). The conjugate process (regarding an electron
with spin-down −~/2) destroys a magnon in the magnetic insulator.

The generation of spin currents is a sensitive problem because there are
only few known mechanisms that generate spin currents, namely the spin
Hall, spin Seebeck, and spin-pumping effects. The results of this Thesis are
based on the electrical injection of magnons by means of the spin Hall effect,
which we explain in the following.

2.5.2 (Inverse) Spin Hall effect

The spin Hall effect (SHE) is a process that converts a charge current into a
transverse spin current. Ultimately the spin current reaches the boundaries
of the sample generating an unbalance in the populations of two opposite
polarized spins µs = µ↑−µ↓, this imbalance is known as spin accumulation.
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2.5 Spintronics

Of course this can be oriented along different axes, so in general a spin
accumulation is a vector quantity µs with amplitude µs oriented along the
quantization axis.

There are two mechanisms that engender the SHE and both are related
with spin-orbit coupling. The first mechanism, namely intrinsic SHE, is
due to the presence of spin-orbit coupling in the band structure. If one
considers a clean system without defects, such interaction can be modeled
as a correction in the Pauli equation as [16, 17]

HSO = λSOσ ·
[p
~
×∇V (r)

]
,

where p is the momentum operator λSO = (~/2m∗c)2, with m∗ the effective
mass of the Bloch electron, and c the speed of light. The potential V (r)
acts on the electron due to the presence of the electric field. The spin-orbit
interaction can be written as

HSO,eff = −1

2
σ ·B(p),

where B(p) is the effective magnetic field due to the presence of V (r).
In addition to the intrinsic mechanism there is a second mechanism, namely

extrinsic, due to the spin-orbit coupling with impurities and/or defects [18,
19]. When an electron scatters with an impurity the cross section will de-
pend on the original spin-state of the electron and will ultimately distort the
trajectories of the electron (see Fig. 2.7) depending on its spin polarization
and the change of momentum ∆k

∆r = λ̄SO ∆k× σ.

The coupled drift-diffusion equations for charge and spin that include the
spin Hall effect are given by

jq =
σ

e
∇µq −

σ′

2e
∇× µs, (2.43)

2e

~
jSn̂ = − σ

2e
∇(n̂ · µs)−

σ′

e
(n̂×∇)µq, (2.44)

where µq is the electrochemical potential, σ and σ′ are the conductivity and
the spin Hall conductivity respectively, and n̂ is the spin-polarization of the
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Figure 2.7: Artist impression of skew scattering due to extrinsic spin Hall effect.
The scattering center (depicted by the central point) engenders an
effective electric field E that interacts with the particles with different
spin orientations σ as an effective magnetic field B ∝ σ×E. This
distorts the trajectories of electrons in opposite directions for opposite
spin polarizations.

spin current in the metal. The last terms in Eq. (2.43) and Eq. (2.44) are the
SHE and the ISHE respectively. Both effects are described by the spin Hall
conductivity as a consequence of the Onsager reciprocity relations [20]. The
spin current jSn̂ is clearly a tensor quantity, as each of its spatial components
can be polarized in different directions. The inverse process (widely know as
the inverse spin Hall effect, ISHE) is indeed possible. If a pure spin current is
injected into the metal it will be converted into a transverse charged current
by means of the same mechanism previously discussed. The spin current and
the charge current in this case will be always perpendicular [see Fig. 2.8].

The spin Hall equations are complemented by a diffusion equation that
the spin accumulation follows in the metal [22]

∇2µs =
µs
`2s
, (2.45)

where `s =
√
Dτsf is the spin diffusion length of the metal in terms of the

diffusion coefficient D and the spin-flip time τsf .

Eqs. (2.43), (2.44), and (2.45) are solved together with their respective
boundary conditions. The latter are in general fixed by the interfacial spin
current, which we discuss in the following.
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2.5 Spintronics

Figure 2.8: Artist impression the direct [panel (a)] and inverse spin Hall effect
[panel (b)]. Due to skew scattering an electric current jq can be con-
verted into a transverse spin current jS as is shown in (a). The op-
posite effect is also possible, where the spin current can be converted
into a transverse Hall voltage VISHE. Figure taken and modified from
[21].

2.5.3 Magnon spin currents through interfaces

Let us consider now a metal with spin accumulation µs = µsz and temperat-
ure TL interfaced with a magnetic insulator with magnon chemical potential
µm and temperature Tm. Under such conditions the spin current across the
interface into the magnetic insulator [23] (which we assume in equilibrium
along the −z direction)

jSz,int =
g(↑↓)

πS

∫
dε D(ε)(ε− µs)

[
nBE

(
ε− µs
kBTL

)
− nBE

(
ε− µm
kBTm

)]
, (2.46)

where D(ε) is the density of states e, and g(↑↓) the spin-mixing conductance.
Such conductance quantifies the efficiency of the spin transport through the

eD(ε) =
√
ε/4π2J3/2 for magnons with quadratic dispersion.
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interface and it can be computed by Fermi’s Golden Rule [see Eq. (2.38)].
The previous result is valid in the case of non-interacting magnons. A more
general expression has been found by Zheng et al. [24] in terms of the Green’s
function of the magnons,

jSint =

∫
dε

2π
T (ε)

[
nBE

(
ε− µz
kBTL

)
− nBE

(
ε− µm
kBTm

)]
, (2.47)

where T (ε) = 2Tr
[
Im
(
ΣNM

)
Im
(
G(+)

)]
is the transmission function at en-

ergy ε and it depends both on the imaginary parts of the retarded Green’s
function G(+) and the self-energy ΣNM of the magnons due to the coupling
with the metal. In principle, the Green’s function may contain magnon-
magnon interactions. The latter expressions are useful to study strongly
correlated systems of magnons and it will be used in Chapter 3.

2.5.4 Spin Hall magnetoresistance

There is an interesting effect on the resistance of a metal interfaced with a
ferromagnetic insulator (FM). Due to the interplay between the SHE, the
ISHE, and the injected spin current into the FM, the resistance of the metal
is affected depending on the orientation of the magnetization of the adjacent
FM, which can be ultimately controlled by means of a magnetic field. This
is effect is known as spin Hall magnetoresistance [1, 25].

The phenomenology of this effect reads as follows: A charge current jq

flows in the metal. Due to the SHE the electrons with different spin com-
ponents will be scattered in different ways towards the edges of the metal.
At the interface with the FM the electron spin will interact with the mag-
netic moments. Depending on the direction of the magnetic moments (or the
magnetization) the electron spin might flip its spin injecting a spin current
into the FM. Now, as the electron spin is polarized opposite to its original
direction, it will be deflected back due to the ISHE leading to a counter-
charge current that reflects into an increase of the resistivity of the metal.
The scattering of the electron spin with the magnetization at the interface
depends on the direction of the latter, so the spin current injected into the
MI can be tuned by modifying the direction of the magnetization by, e.g.
by applying a magnetic field. This process is depicted in Fig. 2.9. There are
also reports of this effect when the magnetic insulator is an antiferromagnet
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[26, 27].

Figure 2.9: Artist impression of the spin Hall magnetoresistance mechanism. A
charge current jq across the metal (NM) leads to the generation of a
transverse spin current jS [see panel (a)] and generate a spin polar-
ized metal [see panel (f)]. The spin polarized electrons will be reflected
from the surface (jSback) and flow back being deflected in by the ISHE
[see panels (b) and (c)] as j′q. If an electron is reflected with the same
spin polarization the ISHE will deflect it into the original perpendic-
ular direction [parallel to jq, see panel (d)]. If during the scattering
with the interface the electron flips its spin (and injects jSabs into the
magnet), it will be deflected backwards by the ISHE (opposite to jq),
leading to a reduction on the total charge current [see panel (e)]. This
mechanism will depend on the injected spin current into the mag-
net (FM) which depends on the relative orientation of m and σ [see
Eq. (2.48)]. Image taken and modified from [1].

The interface spin current depends on the relative orientation of the spin
accumulation µs in the metal and the magnetization m in the magnetic
insulator. The spin current (flowing normal to the interface) is governed by
the spin accumulation [28, 29]

jSint = grm× (m× µs) + gim× µs, (2.48)

where gr and gi stand for the real and imaginary part of the spin-mixing
conductance g(↑↓) respectively. The spin-current flows normal to the inter-
face (e.g. z) and the components of jSint are indeed in spin space. As we
mentioned before, Eqs. (2.43), (2.44), and (2.45) must be solved consist-
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ently subject to the boundary conditions given by Eq. (2.48) obtaining, for
example the change of resistance depending on the magnetization direction
[25].

Figure 2.10: Typical structure of a nonlocal transport device. Two Pt leads are
placed on top of a YIG slab separated by a distance d. One of the
top leads acts as an injector whilst the other as a detector. The non-
local resistance Rnl = Vnl/Iinj is proportional to the current transfer
efficiency η = jqdet/j

q
inj the ratio between an the detected and injected

charge currents. If both leads are the same then η = Rnl/R0. Image
taken and modified from [2].

2.6 Review of nonlocal transport of magnons

Finally, having already discussed what a magnon is, how do magnons in-
teract with electrons by proximity effects, how can we excite magnons, etc,
we are ready to examine one of the crucial works for magnon spintronics,
namely the nonlocal transport of magnons. The first experiments regarding
the nonlocal transport were performed by Ludo Cornelissen et al. around
2015 [2]. These experiments exploit the low damping of YIG to study the
transport of magnons using a nonlocal device. The latter consists of placing
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two Pt bars on top of YIG (see Fig. 2.10). An electric current Iinj is applied
in one of the bars, which due to the spin Hall effect engenders a spin ac-
cumulation µs at its interface. A spin current is then injected through the
interface [see Eq. (2.46)] exciting magnons in the YIG slab. The magnons
travel along the YIG following a diffusion process [see Eq. (2.37)]. Once
reaching the second Pt bar, the magnons are injected into the second Pt bar
generating a spin current that is converted into a charge current through the
inverse-spin Hall effect. The latter leads to a voltage Vnl that is ultimately
the observable quantity. The nonlocal resistance Rnl = Vnl/Iinj is propor-
tional to the current transfer efficiency η = jqdet/j

q
inj the ratio between an

the detected and injected currents. In the case of two identical Pt bars with
resistance R0 the relation is η = Rnl/R0.

Figure 2.11: Schematics of the one-dimensional system that emulates the device
shown in Fig. 2.10. The charge current jqin in the left lead is converted
into spin current jS . The latter is injected into the YIG film exciting
the magnon current jm whom reaches the right lead. The magnons
are then injected and converted into spin current, which is ultimately
transformed into the charge current jqout. Figure taken from [3].

We can solve Eq. (2.37) in a one-dimensional setup which in principle is
a good approximation in the case of a thin-film (the relevant length-scale
in such case is the magnon diffusion length `m � tYIG). To summarize,
the relevant equations to be solved in a geometry such as the one shown in
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Figure 2.12: Experimental and theoretical results of non local transport of
magnons. The left panel show the measurements of nonlocal res-
istance Rnl as function of the injector-detector distance d. The right
panel shows the theoretical results for the current transfer efficiency
η, based on the diffusive theory extensively discussed in this chapter.
Taken and modified from [2] and [3] respectively.

Fig. 2.11 are

∇2µz =
µz
`2s
,

∇2µm =
µm
`2m

,

together with the spin Hall equations

jq = σ∂yµq −
σ′

2
∂xµz,

2e

~
jSz =− σ′∂yµq −

σ

2
∂xµz,

where µq is the electrochemical potential, and µz the spin accumulation
(polarized along the z-direction). The boundary conditions are given by the
spin current at the interfaces [see Eq. (2.46)] which in the linear response
regime becomes

jSz |int = gs[µz − µm]|int.

The latter can be solved analytically and one can find an expression η as a
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function of the injector-detector distance d. The analytical results are not
very intuitive, but the behaviour is comprehensible. For distances d < `m
the η ∝ 1/d, while for larger distances d > `m the η ∝ exp(−d/`m). The
analytical results are in agreement with the measurements performed in [2],
as shown in Fig. 2.12. The nonlocal transport experiments performed by
Cornelissen are one of the driving forces of the idea of using magnetism to
transport information (which in this case can be encoded in the magnons)
with negligible Joule’s heating.

2.7 Outline

The results we have discussed here are just the beginning and there are
several elements that are not understood yet. The aim of the rest of this
Thesis is to answer some of these inquiries using the results that have been
already discussed here, in particular to describe different phenomena related
with spin currents and magnetism at interfaces.

In Chapter 3 we focus on the study of SMR in the case of a strongly
correlated magnon system, namely a Gapped Quantum Paramagnet (GQP),
which cannot be described by the LLG equation. We find that SMR is a
sensible way to probe phase transitions in such quantum magnets.

In Chapter 4 we extend the diffusive model of thermal magnons by consid-
ering them as a viscous fluid. We find that nonlocal transport experiments
are a useful way to probe such a hydrodynamic regime of magnons, and our
results show direct and unambiguous evidence of the effect of viscosity in
such devices.

In Chapter 5 we show how the generation of pure spin currents might
be achieved by straining an antiferromagnetic material. This mechanism is
know as the piezospintronic effect. We also propose an experimental setup
based on the ISHE which allows one to indirectly measure such pure spin
currents.

In Chapter 6 we study the possibility of generate an exciton condensate
which is mediated by interactions with antiferromagnetic magnons. The
magnon mediated interaction between electrons and holes cooperates with
the Coulomb interaction. In such a way one can increase the exciton con-
densation temperature.
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3 Magnon spin Hall magnetoresistance of a
gapped quantum paramagnet

3.1 Abstract

Motivated by recent experimental work we consider spin transport between
a normal metal and a gapped quantum paramagnet. We model the latter
as the magnonic Mott-insulating phase of an easy-plane ferromagnetic in-
sulator. We evaluate the spin current mediated by the interface exchange
coupling between the ferromagnet and the adjacent normal metal. For the
strongly-interacting magnons that we consider, this spin current gives rise
to a spin-Hall magnetoresistance that strongly depends on the magnitude
of the magnetic field, rather than its direction. This work may motivate
electrical detection of the phases of quantum magnets and the incorporation
of such materials into spintronic devicesa.

3.2 Introduction

Spin transport through magnetic insulators and its actuation and detection
via adjacent normal metals have been attracting a great deal of attention
from the spintronics community. These developments yield the possibility to
transport spin angular momentum without an accompanying charge current
and thus without Joule heating. In addition to raising scientific interest this
opens the possibility to use magnetic insulators to transport information,
with the long-term goal of replacing electronics with a more energy-efficient
solution.

There are several experimental manifestations of the coupling, across an
interface, between the magnetic order in the insulating ferromagnet (FM)

aThis chapter is based on Magnon spin Hall magnetoresistance of a gapped quantum
paramagnet, C. Ulloa, R.A. Duine, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 177202 (2018). In this work
C. Ulloa performed all analytical calculations and R.A. Duine conceived the project.
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with the electron spins in the normal metal (NM). The first class of exper-
iments involves static magnetic order. Here, a prime example is spin-Hall
magnetoresistance. This is the observation that the resistance of a heavy
normal metal, typically Pt, depends on the relative orientation of the cur-
rent and the magnetization direction of an adjacent magnetic insulator —
typically Yttrium-Iron-Garnet (YIG) [1]. The second class of experiments
involves coherent dynamics of the magnetic order, e.g., in response to a
microwave field. This leads e.g. to pumping of spin current from the fer-
romagnet into the normal metal [30–32] or vice versa [33]. The final class
of experiments involves incoherent dynamics of the magnetic insulator b. In
most experiments with magnetic insulators this means that the magnetic
dynamics is described in terms of magnons — quantized spin waves of the
magnetic order parameter. The spin Seebeck effect, where a magnon spin
current is induced by a thermal gradient and detected via the inverse spin
Hall effect in an adjacent normal metal [36–39], belongs to this final class
of experiments and recently has been used to probe short-ranged order in
classical spin liquids [40]. Another typical experiment involving incoher-
ent magnons is a nonlocal transport measurement that involves two normal
metals on top of a magnetic insulator. Here, magnon spin current gives rise
to a nonlocal resistance via the spin-Hall and inverse spin-Hall effects at
injector and detector, respectively [2, 41–44]. In a variation on this nonlocal
experiment, Giles et al. [45] injected the spin current by heating the Pt
injector with a laser.

In most theoretical studies, the coherent dynamics of the magnetization is
described using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [46, 47]. The in-
coherent dynamics is then typically incorporated using stochastic extensions
of this equation [48, 49] or by means of the Boltzmann equation [3, 50, 51].
These ways of treating the incoherent dynamics are appropriate for weakly-
interacting magnons.

The field of quantum magnetism deals with strongly-interacting magnetic
materials that are out of the scope of the above-mentioned theoretical treat-
ments [52]. Some of these materials have properties, such as large heat con-
ductivities [53], that make them interesting from the point-of-view of e.g. a
spin-Seebeck measurement. Advances in this direction have been made by

bThis class includes situations in which the coupling between coherent and incoherent
dynamics plays a role. See, e.g. [34, 35].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the NM|GQP heterostructure. The field B is taken in the
z-direction such that the −z-direction is the equilibrium axis of the
spins S. In this way, magnons in the magnetic insulator — indicated
by the wavy line — carry ~ angular momentum and are excited by
electron spin flips at the interface. The spin current (jS) that arises
via the spin Hall effect is spin-polarized in the z-direction and flows
in the x-direction. The charge current (jq) that drives the spin Hall
effect flows in the y direction. The thickness of the NM is dN .

Hirobe et al. [54] who experimentally studied the spin Seebeck effect in a
heterostructure of Pt and Sr2CuO3. In the interpretation of this experiment,
the spin current is carried by spinons rather than magnons. Among the most
ubiquitous quantum-magnetic systems are gapped quantum paramagnets
(GQPs) [52]. These are magnetic systems that, as a result of strong correl-
ations exhibit plateaus in the magnetization as a function of applied field
in part of their temperature-field phase diagram. Often, gapped quantum
paramagnets are easy-plane magnetic insulators in which long-range order-
ing favored by exchange interactions — which would correspond to a spin-
superfluid state — is prevented by strong anisotropy. In this Chapter we
study the injection of spin current into a gapped quantum paramagnet.

This work is motivated in a broad sense by i) the work by Hirobe et al. [54],
ii) the recent developments in magnon spintronics and quantum magnetism
in general, and iii) the scientific need for a simple FM|NM model system
in which the description of the magnetic insulator falls outside the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert paradigm of weakly-interacting magnons. (For work in this
latter direction that considers biasing by magnetic fields rather than metallic
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reservoirs, see Ref. [55].)

We consider a heterostructure that consists of a heavy-metal film on top
of a GQP, as shown in Fig. 3.1. While GQPs are typically antiferromagnets,
we model the GQP as the bosonic Mott-insulating phase of an easy-plane
ferromagnetic insulator for simplicity. A further motivation for doing this is
that the theoretical description of this phase is well-developed, mostly as a
result of its relevance for cold-atom systems [56–58]. Our results will carry
over to antiferromagnets since spin currents between normal metals and
antiferromagnets are similar in description as those between ferromagnets
and normal metals [59, 60]. Our goal is to develop the theory for calculating
the spin current from the normal metal into the GQP. Our main result is that
this spin current, or, more specifically, the communication channel it opens
between the magnetic dynamics and the electronic charge current, gives rise
to a spin-Hall magnetoresistance that strongly depends on the magnitude of
the external field.

3.3 Magnon spin-Hall magnetoresistance

We start with a general analysis of how the conductance of a normal metal
with spin orbit coupling, e.g. Pt, is modified when it is in contact with
magnetic insulator. Due to the presence of spin-orbit coupling the spin Hall
effect arises in the metal. The transport in the normal metal is described by
[18, 19]

jq =
σ

e
∇µq −

σ′

2e
∇× µs, (3.1)

2e

~
jSn = − σ

2e
∇(n̂ · µs)−

σ′

e
(n̂×∇)µq, (3.2)

where jq and jSn are the charge current and the spin current (polarized in
the n̂ direction) respectively, σ is the electrical conductivity, σ′ the spin Hall
conductivity, µq the electrochemical potential, and µs is the spin accumula-
tion. The spin Hall effect leads to a nonzero spin accumulation in the metal
which follows the diffusion-relaxation equation

∇2µs = µs/l
2
s ,
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3.3 Magnon spin-Hall magnetoresistance

where ls stands for the spin relaxation length. We consider a charge current
flowing in the y-direction and the interface in the yz plane (see Fig. 3.1),
such that only the z-component of the spin polarization is relevant, i.e.,
µs = µz(x)z. The spin current transmitted through the interface is polar-
ized in the z-direction and we assume that follows a linear-response relation
jS |int·x = Gµz, where µz is the spin accumulation at the normal-metal side of
the interface, and where we have assumed that the magnon chemical poten-
tial of the magnetic insulator is zero. (While this is an incorrect assumption
for YIG at room temperature [3] we expect it to be appropriate for the GQP,
because the relaxation of spin is likely to be dominant over spin-conserving
relaxation of energy at low temperatures.) We solve Eqs. (3.1−3.2) together
with the spin diffusion equation and obtain a thickness-averaged charge cur-
rent density

〈jqy〉 =

[
1 + 2

ls
dN

σ′2

σ2

(
2e2Gls + ~σ
4e2Gls + ~σ

)]
σE,

in the limit dN/ls � 1. Ignoring magnetoresistance of the NM itself, all
magnetoresistance arises through the magnetic field dependence of the in-
terface spin conductance G. The spin-Hall magnetoresistance observed by
Nakayama et al. [1] is modelled by ignoring thermal fluctuations so that
G = 0 when the magnetic order is aligned with the spin-polarization of the
electrons in the NM, and G = g↑↓/4π the perpendicular case, correspond-
ing to the the situation that all spin current is absorbed as a torque on the
magnetization[61]. Here, g↑↓ is the real part of the spin-mixing conduct-
ance that characterizes the efficiency of the coupling between the electrons
spins and the magnetization across the interface [62]. For our purposes, we
consider B to be always pointing in the z-direction. Then, at nonzero tem-
perature, G > 0 due to the presence of thermal excitations which correspond
e.g. in the simplest case to weakly-interacting magnons. Therefore, G will
generically depend on the magnitude of the magnetic field. In proximity
to the GQP-phase, a small change in the magnitude of the magnetic field
may induce a large gap for the spin excitations which, as we show below,
manifests itself in a large field-induced change in G that is observable as
spin-Hall magnetoresistance.
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3 Magnon spin Hall magnetoresistance of a gapped quantum paramagnet

3.4 Interface spin current

We proceed by evaluating the interface spin conductance following the Green’s
function formalism for spin transport through heterostructures that contain
magnetic insulators [24]. We write the spin current across the interface as

jS =

∫
dε

2π
T (ε)

[
nB

(
ε− µz
kBT

)
− nB

(
ε

kBT

)]
, (3.3)

where nB(x) = (ex − 1)−1 is the Bose-Einstein distribution function and
T (ε) = 2Tr

[
Im
(
ΣNM

)
Im
(
G(+)

)]
is the transmission function at energy ε

that depends on the imaginary parts of the retarded Green’s function G(+)

and the self-energy ΣNM of the magnons due to the coupling with the NM.
This formula is exact to lowest order in the interface exchange coupling
between electron spins and spins S in the magnetic insulator and applies
to the case that the magnons are interacting strongly. By expressing the
interface spin current in term of the magnon Green’s function we assume,
however, that magnons are the relevant excitations of the ferromagnet. As
the interaction among the electrons in the metal and the spin in the mag-
net is localized at the interface, the imaginary part of the self-energy is
Im
[
ΣNM

]
ij

= −2g↑↓a
3(ε−µz)δijδik/4πS, where i, j label sites of the under-

lying lattice, a is the lattice constant, and the Kronecker delta δik enforces
the self energy to be nonzero only at the interface, with {k} the collection
of lattice sites of the magnetic insulator adjacent to the normal metal.

3.5 Mott insulator in the easy-plane ferromagnet

We now consider the magnetic insulator to be an easy plane ferromagnet in
presence of a magnetic field B = Bz, described by the Hamiltonian

H = − J

2~2

∑

〈i,j〉

Si · Sj +
K

2~2

∑

i

(Szi )2 +
B

~
∑

i

Szi , (3.4)

where J is the exchange interaction among nearest neighbours, and K is
the anisotropy. We apply the Holstein-Primakoff transformation S+

i =

~a†i
√

2S − a†i ai, S−i = (S+
i )†, and Szi = ~(a†i ai − S). With this transforma-
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3.5 Mott insulator in the easy-plane ferromagnet
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Figure 3.2: Phase diagram of the Mott insulating (MI) phase obtained from the
decoupling approximation elaborated in [58]. Each Mott lobe is char-
acterized by an integer occupation N0 of magnons per site. This num-
ber can be tuned, for example, by modifying the amplitude of the
magnetic field. For nonzero exchange J the lobes are disconnected
by the superfluid (SF) phase. The dashed black line shows the val-
ues of parameters taken in Fig. 3.5. (Inset) Schematic phase diagram
for fixed field. The temperature scale K/kB is the crossover above
which the system behaves as a weakly-interacting gas of magnons in
the SF phase or the thermal magnon phase (TM), whereas below this
temperature the low-lying excitations are magnonic quasi-particle and
quasi-hole excitations.
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3 Magnon spin Hall magnetoresistance of a gapped quantum paramagnet

tion (in the linear approximation) the Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.4) becomes a
Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian

H = −t
∑

〈i,j〉

a†i aj +
U

2

∑

i

ni(ni − 1)− µ
∑

i

ni,

with hopping t = JS, effective chemical potential µ = −K(1− 2S)/2−B −
JSz/2, and on-site interaction U = K. Here, z represents the coordination
number. We assume that K/J � 1 and µ > 0 which leads to the (magnonic)
Mott insulating phase for low temperatures [56] (see Fig. 3.2 for the phase
diagram). For values of the field B that correspond to a commensurate
filling N0 of magnons, the system is has a gap ∼ K due to interactions. For
vanishing exchange interaction, this Mott-insulating state corresponds to a
product state |Ψ〉 ∝ ∏i |S,−S + N0〉i, where |S,mS〉i are the eigenstates of

the operator Ŝzi . For increasing J/K, the system undergoes a transition to a
gapless XY magnet that is spin superfluid, and where the expectation value
of the transverse spin is nonzero.
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Figure 3.3: Interface spin conductance as a function of spin accumulation for dif-
ferent values of the temperature. This calculation was performed con-
sidering N0 = 4, B/K = S−4, and J/zSK = 0.05. The temperatures
are kBT/K = 0.005 (solid blue), kBT/K = 0.05 (dashed yellow), and
kBT/K = 0.1 (dot-dashed green).

In the Mott insulator the low-energy excitations are quasi-particle-hole
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3.5 Mott insulator in the easy-plane ferromagnet

excitations. Following the mean-field theory developed in [58] we write the
magnon propagator of the magnonic Mott insulator as

G(±)(k, ω) =
Zk

~ω± − εqp
+

1− Zk

~ω± − εqh
,

were ~ω± = ~ω ± i|~ω|α with α the bulk Gilbert damping constant, ε(k) =
−t
∑

j cos kja the dispersion relation of magnons in a cubic lattice of side

a, εqp,qh = −µ+ U(2N0 − 1)/2 + (ε(k)± ~ω(k)) /2 the dispersion of quasi-
particle(hole) excitations, the energy ~ω(k) =

√
U2 + (4N0 + 2)Uε(k) + ε2(k),

and Zk = (U(2N0 + 1) + ε(k) + ~ω(k)) /2~ω(k) the probability of generat-
ing a quasi-particle excitation [63]. We consider the small Gilbert damping
regime (α � 1) that is typical for magnetic insulators, so that Eq. (3.3)
becomes

jS =
g↑↓
4πS

∫

1BZ

d3k

(2π)3
ZkE

qp
k ∆nB

(
βEqp

k

)

+ (1− Zk)Eqh
k ∆nB

(
βEqh

k

)
, (3.5)

where Eqp,qh
k = (εqp,qh − µz), β = 1/kBT , and ∆nB(x) = nB(x) − nB(x +

βµz). From Eq. (3.5) we compute the interface spin conductance of the
system as G = ∂µzj

S . A straightforward calculation leads to

G =
g↑↓
4πS

∫
d3k

(2π)3
Zk

[
F
(
βEqp

k

)
−∆nB

(
βEqp

k

)]

+ (1− Zk)
[
F
(
βEqh

k

)
−∆nB

(
βEqh

k

)]
, (3.6)

where F (x) = 4x/ sinh2(x/2).

Results.— We numerically evaluate the integral in Eq. (3.6) as a function
of the spin accumulation µz for different values of the temperature (See
Fig. 3.3). Due to the gap, the conductance exhibits plateaus as a function of
µz similar to what is observed for electrons in the Coulomb-blockade regime
[64]. The value of the conductance for µz ≈ 0 increases with the temperature.
The asymmetry in conductance values for positive and negative large bias
derives from the bosonic nature of the magnons.

In the linear-response regime (µz � K) we approximate ∆nB(βEqp, qh
k ) ≈
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Figure 3.4: Temperature dependence of the linearized interface spin conductance
normalized to the case of non-interacting magnons, G(U = 0) in ab-
sence of magnetic field. The different curves represent a state with
a different magnon filling fraction. We considered J/zSK = 0.03,
N0 = 2 (orange), N0 = 3 (green), N0 = 4 (yellow), and N0 = 5 (blue),
and the magnetic field B/K = S−N0 respectively, which corresponds
to the value in the middle of each the Mott lobes. (Inset) Zoom of
the normalized conductance behaviour for small temperatures (dashed
rectangle in the main plot).
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3.6 Discussion

4βµz/ sinh2(βεqp, qh/2), so that the current is jS ≈ Gµz, where the spin
conductance G is given by

G =
g↑↓
4πS

∫
d3k

(2π)3
ZkF (βεqp) + (1− Zk)F

(
βεqh

)
. (3.7)

In Fig. 3.4 we show the temperature dependence of this linearized spin
conductance. The increase of the conductance with N0 is consistent with
the decreasing size of the Mott lobes (shown in Fig. 3.2).

We also consider the dependence of G on the magnitude of the magnetic
field (see dashed line in Fig. 3.2). This allows one to study the conductance
of the system upon approaching the MI-SF transition. In Fig. 3.5 we show
the behaviour of G/G0 as a function of the amplitude of the magnetic field B,
where G0 = 3g↑↓ζ(3/2)/16(πS)5/2(βJ)3/2 is the interface spin conductance
between a normal metal and a gas of non-interacting magnons with quadratic
dispersion [23]. We see that the conductance increases as the magnetic field
approaches the boundary of the Mott lobe. Cf. our general discussion of
the magnon spin Hall magnetoresistance, this strong change in interface spin
conductance modifies the resistance of the adjacent normal metal thereby
allowing to probe the phase transition from gapped to gapless magnon state
electrically.

3.6 Discussion

We have shown that the interface spin current between a heavy metal and
GQP gives rise to magnon spin-Hall magnetoresistance that depends on the
magnitude of the field. Assuming that the spin-mixing conductance is of the
same order of magnitude as that for a YIG-Pt interface, we expect that the
magnitude of this effect is comparable to conventional spin-Hall magnetores-
istance [1]. This is because in both cases it relies on the difference between
an interfacial spin current that is blocked with one that is fully absorbed.
The spin-Hall magnetoresistance therefore allows one to detect the phase of
the quantum magnet electrically. One example of a material that would per-
haps be suitable for this purpose is dichloro-tetrakis-thiourea-nickel (DTN)
which is an antiferromagnet that shows a GQP state for magnetic fields
up to ∼ 1 Tesla and temperatures of ∼ 1 Kelvin [65]. In our study we
have taken the temperature of GQP fixed and its spin chemical potential to
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Figure 3.5: Linearized interface spin conductance as a function of magnetic field.
The magnetic field takes the values shown in the dashed line on Fig.
3.2. As soon as the magnetic field takes values close to the edges of
the Mott lobes the conductance increases strongly. These calculations
were performed considering kBT/K = 0.01, and J/zSK = 0.03.

be zero, considering them to be effectively anchored to a large (phononic)
reservoir. Interesting directions for future studies are to step away from this
assumption and to consider the internal dynamics of the GQP in response
to spin-current injection. Another interesting situation is a multi-terminal
set-up that probes the spin conductivity of the GQP. Shot noise of the in-
jected spin current[66, 67] is interesting as this may probe the quenched
nature of the number correlations of the GQP. In conclusion, we hope that
our work motivates connections between magnon spintronics and quantum
magnetism.
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4 Nonlocal spin transport as a probe of
viscous magnon fluids

Magnons in ferromagnets behave as a viscous fluid over a length scale, the
momentum-relaxation length, below which momentum-conserving scattering
processes dominate. We show theoretically that in this hydrodynamic regime
viscous effects lead to a sign change in the magnon chemical potential, which
can be detected as a sign change in the nonlocal resistance measured in spin
transport experiments. This sign change is observable when the injector-
detector distance becomes comparable to the momentum-relaxation length.
Taking into account momentum and spin relaxation processes, we consider
the quasi-conservation laws for momentum and spin in a magnon fluid. The
resulting equations are solved for nonlocal spin transport devices in which
spin is injected and detected via metallic leads. Due to the finite viscosity we
also find a backflow of magnons close to the injector lead. Our work shows
that nonlocal magnon spin transport devices are an attractive platform to
develop and study magnon-fluid dynamics.a

4.1 Introduction

Hydrodynamics has been a universal theme across physics [68–70] due its
universal applicability, and because novel systems that warrant a hydro-
dynamic description keep on emerging. Recent examples of new hydro-
dynamic systems are strongly interacting cold-atom systems and the quark-
gluon plasma [71–74]. Very recently, it has been shown that electrons in
almost defect-free solid-state conductors can reach the hydrodynamic re-
gime where the electrons collide more frequently among each other than with

aThis Chapter is based on Nonlocal spin transport as a probe of viscous magnon fluids,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 117203 (2019). C. Ulloa performed all analytical calculations
with the input of R. Duine, M. Polini, and B. van Wees. C. Ulloa and A. Tomadin
worked together in the numeric analysis with the input of M. Polini. C. Ulloa drafted
the paper, all authors contributed to the text.
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4 Nonlocal spin transport as a probe of viscous magnon fluids

phonons or impurities [75–78]. In this regime, the electron viscosity becomes
important and has been shown to lead, for example, to super-ballistic charge
transport through point contacts [79, 80], to the possibility of measuring the
Hall viscosity [81, 82], and, in the case of finite spin-orbit coupling, to large
current-induced spin densities [83].

The realization of viscous electron systems begs the question of whether
there may be other solid-state platforms for fluid dynamics. Based on the
work of Hohenberg and Halperin [84], Reiter and Schwabl answered this
question affirmatively by theoretically proposing magnons, the quanta of
spin waves in ferromagnets, as the entities for making up this fluid [85–87].
Very recently, Prasai et al. [88] have revived this direction by proposing
that the observed enhancement of the magnon heat conductivity in their
experiment is due to hydrodynamic Poiseuille flow of magnons. Even more
recently, Rodriguez-Nieva et al. [89] have proposed to measure the second
sound mode of magnons using spin qubit magnetometers [90, 91] as a probe
of magnon hydrodynamics. These latter examples probe the spin transport
of the magnon fluid indirectly, either through heat transport or through the
existence of a hydrodynamic mode. In this Chapter, we give theoretical
evidence that nonlocal spin transport experiments [2] provide direct and un-
ambiguous signatures of magnon hydrodynamics. Our proposal is motivated
by recent developments in spintronics that have shown that interfacial ex-
change interactions enable the injection of spin from a normal metal into a
magnetic insulator across an interface that separates them. The accumula-
tion of spin in the normal metal can be addressed electrically, via the spin
Hall effect [92] and its inverse, in materials in which spin-orbit coupling is
sufficiently strong. The first experiment in this direction was focused on the
demonstration of the spin Seebeck effect [36], in which a thermallly-driven
magnon spin current across the magnetic insulator Yttrium Iron Garnett
(YIG) is injected into the normal metal Pt, leading to an inverse spin Hall
voltage [93]. Here, we focus on nonlocal devices consisting of two normal-
metal leads placed on top of a magnetic insulator (see Fig. 4.1), which act
as reservoirs for spin injection and detection. These devices, pioneered by
Cornelissen et al. [2], have been used to probe and influence magnon spin
transport across a variety of set-ups, regimes, and materials.

In this Chapter, we show that the nonlocal voltage in spin transport ex-
periments on devices as in Fig. 4.1, i.e., the voltage measured across the
detector divided by current in the injector, changes sign as the injector-
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W
<latexit sha1_base64="o/0FzsBL3RYmF5/CyyQl+AT/aeU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AtDWM2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/0FzsBL3RYmF5/CyyQl+AT/aeU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AtDWM2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/0FzsBL3RYmF5/CyyQl+AT/aeU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AtDWM2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/0FzsBL3RYmF5/CyyQl+AT/aeU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AtDWM2w==</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="f2yzimwbR/Dgjzp6tZ360fHRqNI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5jmM/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f2yzimwbR/Dgjzp6tZ360fHRqNI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5jmM/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f2yzimwbR/Dgjzp6tZ360fHRqNI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5jmM/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f2yzimwbR/Dgjzp6tZ360fHRqNI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5jmM/A==</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="l29WxoUb9DEbvmhLG7jHtZ0OU24=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRgihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/mdJ1Sax/LBZAn6ER1JHnJGjZWa2aBSdWvuHGSVeAWpQoHGoPLVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9TZTgTOC33U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Xx+6JScW2VIwljZkobM1d8TOY20zqLAdkbUjPWyNxP/83qpCW/8nMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvuaDLlCZkRmCWWK21sJG1NFmbHZlG0I3vLLq6R9WfPcmte8qtZvizhKcApncAEeXEMd7qEBLWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfnvYz9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l29WxoUb9DEbvmhLG7jHtZ0OU24=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRgihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/mdJ1Sax/LBZAn6ER1JHnJGjZWa2aBSdWvuHGSVeAWpQoHGoPLVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9TZTgTOC33U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Xx+6JScW2VIwljZkobM1d8TOY20zqLAdkbUjPWyNxP/83qpCW/8nMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvuaDLlCZkRmCWWK21sJG1NFmbHZlG0I3vLLq6R9WfPcmte8qtZvizhKcApncAEeXEMd7qEBLWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfnvYz9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l29WxoUb9DEbvmhLG7jHtZ0OU24=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRgihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/mdJ1Sax/LBZAn6ER1JHnJGjZWa2aBSdWvuHGSVeAWpQoHGoPLVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9TZTgTOC33U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Xx+6JScW2VIwljZkobM1d8TOY20zqLAdkbUjPWyNxP/83qpCW/8nMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvuaDLlCZkRmCWWK21sJG1NFmbHZlG0I3vLLq6R9WfPcmte8qtZvizhKcApncAEeXEMd7qEBLWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfnvYz9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l29WxoUb9DEbvmhLG7jHtZ0OU24=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRgihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/mdJ1Sax/LBZAn6ER1JHnJGjZWa2aBSdWvuHGSVeAWpQoHGoPLVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9TZTgTOC33U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Xx+6JScW2VIwljZkobM1d8TOY20zqLAdkbUjPWyNxP/83qpCW/8nMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvuaDLlCZkRmCWWK21sJG1NFmbHZlG0I3vLLq6R9WfPcmte8qtZvizhKcApncAEeXEMd7qEBLWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfnvYz9</latexit>
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of a nonlocal transport device for the detection of viscous
magnon flow. Two metallic leads of width wl (depicted in green) are
placed on top of a ferromagnetic insulator and are separated by a
distance d. The ferromagnetic insulator has dimensions W ×L in the
x̂-ŷ plane while the system is translational invariant along ẑ. The
left lead hosts a spin accumulation (µs > 0) and injects spin into the
ferromagnetic insulator. The right lead is modelled as a spin sink
(µs = 0) and acts as spin detector. Due to viscous effects, the current
has nonzero vorticity close to the injector, which leads to local changes
in the direction of the magnon current (jm) and to sign changes in
the magnon chemical potential (µm). The streamlines of the magnon
current are depicted with black arrows, while the color code indicates
the behaviour of the normalized variations of the chemical potential
around its spatial average, i.e. [µm − 〈µm〉]/µmax

m . The main panel
shows the result for a viscous magnon fluid (Dν ∼W ) while the inset
shows the result for the diffusive regime (Dν → 0). The change of sign
of the spin current injected into the detector provides evidence for the
existence of a viscous magnon fluid.

detector distance becomes comparable to the momentum-relaxation length
of the magnons. This relaxation length is the length scale below which
magnon-fluid dynamics arising from momentum-conserving collisions mani-
fests. Our results therefore demonstrate that measurements on nonlocal
magnon spin transport devices are attractive to probe magnon-fluid dynam-
ics.
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4 Nonlocal spin transport as a probe of viscous magnon fluids

4.2 Bulk magnon hydrodynamics

We consider a ferromagnetic insulator with its equilibrium spin pointing in
the −x̂ direction. At sufficiently low temperatures the relevant excitations
are Holstein-Primakoff magnons [94], which carry ~ spin in the x̂ direction
(ignoring ellipticity). At nonzero temperature T the equilibrium density
ρ0 of magnons scales like ρ0 ∝ (T/TC)3/2, where TC is the Curie temper-
ature. We consider a magnon system in which momentum-conserving and
magnon-conserving magnon-magnon collisions occur more frequently than
momentum-non-conserving scattering processes. The latter can be both
spin-conserving, e.g. magnon-phonon interaction due to modulation of ex-
change, and spin-non-conserving, e.g. magnon-phonon interaction due to
modulation of anisotropy. The spin-non-conserving processes lead to de-
cay of the magnon number. We denote by 1/τmm the rate for momentum-
conserving and magnon-conserving magnon-magnon interactions. The rate
for momentum-non-conserving scattering processes is denoted by 1/τm, whereas
the rate for spin-non-conserving scattering processes is denoted by 1/τmr.
Because the latter typically contribute also to momentum relaxation, one
usually has 1/τmr � 1/τm. We will come back to estimates of the various
time scales below. For the time being, we remark that since exchange dom-
inates momentum-conserving magnon-magnon interactions and is typically
the strongest interaction in ferromagnets, it is likely that the regime where
1/τmm � 1/τm may be reached experimentally. In this regime, effects due
to magnon viscosity may manifest for sufficiently small length scales causing
the magnons to behave as a fluid, as we discuss now.

We set up a hydrodynamic theory of magnon fluids in terms of two quasi-
conserved quantities, namely, momentum and spin (or magnon number). We
do not consider the energy. This is primarily because we consider spin trans-
port driven by spin accumulation in the metallic leads adjacent to the mag-
netic insulator. As shown in Ref. [3], such spin transport is described by in-
troducing a magnon chemical potential rather than temperature. Moreover,
discarding energy and thermal effects makes the resulting system of equa-
tions much simpler to handle.

The quasi-conservation laws for the magnon number and momentum of
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4.2 Bulk magnon hydrodynamics

the magnon fluid are given by

∂tρm +∇ · (ρmv) = − ~
2e

σm

`2m
µm , (4.1)

and

ρm[∂tv + (v · ∇)v] = − ~
2e

σm

τm
∇µm

+η∇2v + η′∇(∇ · v)− ρm

τm
v , (4.2)

where ρm is the magnon (particle) density, v the magnon velocity, µm the
magnon chemical potential, σm the magnon spin conductivity, and `m the
magnon spin diffusion length. Here η′ = χ + η/3, where η is the dy-
namical shear viscosity and χ is the bulk viscosity that both arise from
the momentum-conserving magnon-magnon interactions. The bulk viscos-
ity χ quantifies the stress related dissipation due to time-dependent volume
changes[70]. In the stationary regime χ leads to a small renormalization of
the magnon spin diffusion length and the magnon spin conductivity which
we neglect from now on b. Eq. (4.1) is the magnon continuity equation,
which is augmented to include magnon decay. Eq. (4.2) is the Navier-Stokes
equation including a phenomenological decay term −ρmv/τm due to relax-
ation of momentum. It also includes a term corresponding to the effective
force ∝ ∇µm on magnons (note that σm ∝ τm).

Throughout this Chapter, we consider the above equations in the linear-
ized and time-independent (i.e. steady-state) regime so that the magnon
fluid is described by

∇ · jm = − ~σm

2e`2m
µm (4.3)

D2
ν∇2jm −

~σν
2e
∇µm = jm , (4.4)

bThe presence of bulk viscosity (χ) modifies the enhanced magnon spin conductivity
σν → σm[1 + η′τm/ρ0`

2
m] and the enhanced magnon spin diffusion length `ν → `2m[1 +

D2
ν/`

2
m + η′τm/ρ0`

2
m]. If χ = 0 we recover the results shown in the main text.
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4 Nonlocal spin transport as a probe of viscous magnon fluids

where jm = ρ0v is the linearized magnon current with ρ0 the average magnon
density, Dν =

√
ντm is momentum-relaxation length or, equivalently in the

present isotropic case, the vorticity diffusion length c, ν = η/ρ0 is the kin-
ematic viscosity, and σν = σm(1 + D2

ν/3`
2
m) the magnon spin conductivity

that includes viscous effects. A straightforward calculation using Eqs. (4.3)-
(4.4) yields a diffusion equation for the chemical potential ∇2µm = µm/`

2
ν ,

where `ν = `m(1 + 4D2
ν/3`

2
m) is the magnon spin diffusion length that in-

cludes viscous effects. In the absence of viscosity, ν = 0, we have that
`ν = `m, σν = σm, and jm = −~σm/2e∇µm as expected. The presence of
viscosity together with momentum relaxation leads to the length scale Dν .
In the absence of viscosity we recover the diffusive regime [3]. The magnon
number decay leads, in addition to a finite `m, also to a finite compressibility
of the magnon fluid, since ∇ · jm 6= 0.

4.3 Nonlocal magnon transport

We consider a nonlocal device as depicted in Fig. 4.1, consisting of two metal-
lic leads on top of a ferromagnetic insulator. The left lead hosts a nonzero
spin accumulation µ |inj = µ↑−µ↓ that is pointing in the x̂-direction. Exper-
imentally, this is typically generated by the spin Hall effect. The right lead
is the detector and is treated as an ideal spin sink, i.e. µs |det = 0. The injec-
ted magnon current from (or into) the interface with the lead, in the linear
response regime, depends on the difference between the spin accumulation
and the magnon chemical potential, i.e. jm · n̂|int = gs(µs − µm)|int, where
gs is the interfacial spin conductance [3], and n̂ is a unit vector normal to
the lead-ferromagnet interface. At all boundaries where there is neither an
injector nor a detector—which we term open boundaries (OB)—the normal
component of the current vanishes (jm · n̂|OB = 0). The boundary condi-
tions for the tangential component of the current are characterized by a phe-
nomenological slip-length `b [75, 81]. This quantifies the loss of momentum
of magnons moving parallel to the boundary. If `b → 0 the component of the
magnon current parallel to the boundary vanishes at the boundary leading
to a no-slip condition. In the opposite regime (`b → ∞), magnons can be

cIt is straightforward from Eqs.(4.3)-(4.4) to obtain D2
ν∇2ω = ω, where ω = ∇× jm is

the vorticity. Therefore Dν can be interpreted as the characteristic diffusion lenght of
vorticity.
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4.3 Nonlocal magnon transport
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jinj
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Figure 4.2: (a) nonlocal signal as a function of injector-detector distance d for a
sample of width W = 5 Dν considering different values of the magnon
spin diffusion length. (b) Profile of the normalized magnon chemical
potential µ̄m = µm/µ

max
m along the x̂-direction at different distances

from the upper boundary [see Fig. 4.1]. We consider d = 1.6 Dν and
`m/Dν = 1. The dashed lines depict the central position of the injector
(left) and detector (right).

thought of as slipping along the boundary with zero friction i.e. without
exerting stress on the boundary. The equation that encodes this behaviour
is `b(∂yjx + ∂xjy )|OB = jm · t̂

∣∣
OB

, where t̂ is a unit vector tangent to the

OBs, such that n̂× t̂ = ẑ.
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4 Nonlocal spin transport as a probe of viscous magnon fluids

4.4 Results

We assume translational invariance along the ẑ direction and solve Eqs. (4.3)-
(4.4) in the x̂-ŷ plane, applying the boundary conditions mentioned above.
Due to the coupling of the magnon current and the magnon chemical poten-
tial in Eqs. (4.3)-(4.4), as well as in the boundary conditions, finding an ana-
lytical solution of our system of partial differential equations is, to the best
of our knowledge, not readily possible. We therefore resort to numerics. The
solution for the current streamlines is depicted by black arrows in Fig. 4.1,
both in absence and presence of viscosity (top and inset panel, respectively).
The color code in Fig. 4.1 shows the behaviour of the normalized variations
of the chemical potential around its spatial average, i.e. [µm − 〈µm〉]/µmax

m .
We focus our analysis on the ratio between detected and injected magnon
currents

jdet

jinj
=

∫
Sdet

(jm · n̂)|det∫
Sinj

(jm · n̂)|inj

, (4.5)

where the integration is over the interfaces between the ferromagnetic insu-
lator and the metallic leads. Assuming both leads have the same spin Hall
angle and spatial dimensions, this ratio is proportional to Rnl/R0, where Rnl

is the nonlocal resistance that is measured experimentally, i.e. the voltage
across the detector divided by the current through the injector, and where
R0 is the resistance of the leads. In nonlocal transport experiments in-
volving YIG as the magnetic insulator and Pt strips as leads, the values of
the parameters and dimensions of the device are of the following order of
magnitude [3]: Dν ∼ 0.1 µm, σm ∼ 105 S/m, gs ∼ 1013 S/m2, wl ∼ 0.5 Dν ,
and µs ∼ 9 µV. We consider these values in our numerical results. We fix
the length of the device to L = 50 Dν . We analyze the limit `b → ∞ (our
results do not change qualitatively if `b → 0). We observe a change in the
sign of µm as the injector-detector distance is decreased, which occurs only
in the presence of viscosity and corresponds to a depletion of magnons. The
result of the ratio defined in Eq. (4.5) is shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) for different
values of `m. The change of sign in the chemical potential is another re-
markable consequence of the viscous effects and is the ultimate responsible
of the negative signal. Different profiles of the chemical potential are shown
in Fig. 4.2 (b). The change of sign disappears in absence of viscosity and
we recover the results of Ref. [2] in the diffusive regime.
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4.5 Discussion

The negative sign can be understood as a magnon current flowing from
the detector into the sample. The current is dragged out of the detector
because of the nonzero viscosity, in rough analogy with the Venturi effect.

The sign change discussed above is the main result of this work, and gives
a direct and unambiguous signature of the magnon fluid regime, which can
be readily probed in currently available devices. We remark that in the limit
`m/Dν →∞ our results are analogous to those obtained for hydrodynamics
of electrons in graphene [76].

We also observe the presence of whirlpools in the magnon flow accompany-
ing the sign change. We considered two limiting cases for the thickness of the
magnetic insulator. Namely, W � {Dν , `m}, and W � {Dν , `m}, which
we call the thin-film and thick-film regime, respectively. In the thin-film
limit the whirlpools only appear when Dν ∼ `m. In the thick-film regime,
the whirlpools are only present when Dν > `m.

4.5 Discussion

We have shown that nonlocal spin transport measurements are able to probe
the existence of the viscous regime of magnon hydrodynamics. Let us now
estimate the parameters for YIG. Following Ref. [3], we have that at room
temperature τm ∼ τmp ∼ 1-100 ps, τmr ∼ 1 ns, and τmm ∼ 0.1-1 ps. These
estimates show explicitly how these numbers fulfill the required conditions
for the hydrodynamic regime, and how YIG at room temperature may well
be in the regime where viscous effects are important. Moreover, since 1/τmm

and 1/τmp have very different dependence on temperature, it is likely that
the hydrodynamic regime may be reached for sufficiently clean YIG as a
function of temperature. Note that these estimates are supported by the
results of Ref. [89].

The above-mentioned time scales, however, are averages over all magnon
modes dominated by modes around the thermal energy, and we have tacitly
assumed that the momentum-conserving magnon-magnon interaction rate
is the fastest process for all magnon modes. At elevated temperature, this
assumption is likely to be correct as for magnons with energy around the
thermal energy the magnon-magnon interactions are dominated by the ex-
change interactions which are typically strong.

We approximate the kinematic viscosity ν = v2
thτmm/3 ∼ (0.5-5)×10−5 m2/s,
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4 Nonlocal spin transport as a probe of viscous magnon fluids

which leads to Dν ∼ 1-100 nm. While being small, this length scale is not
beyond reach of experiments. Moreover, since both ν and τmp are expec-
ted to strongly increase upon lowering the temperature, Dν is expected to
increase upon lowering the temperature as well.

We have solved our hydrodynamic equations in the linear response re-
gime. We now assess if the non-linear turbulent regime may be reached
with nonlocal devices based on YIG and Pt. With a simple rescaling of
Eqs. (4.1)-(4.2) we define the Reynolds number, which governs the relative
importance of non-linear effects, as Re = eµmWτm/(kBT`mτmm) which, con-
sidering µm ∼ 1 µV, seems to be larger than unity at room temperature for
W > `m. To assess the importance of non-linear effects more quantitatively,
future work should focus on stability analysis of the linear solutions that we
obtained. Another direction of research would be to extend our model to
include energy conservation, which encodes thermal transport effects.

It would be straightforward to include energy transport on top of the spin
transport. In that case Eq.(4.4) needs to be complemented with a term∼ ∇T
and a continuity-like equation [similar to Eq. (4.3)] for the heat current needs
to be considered. In a real experiment the thermal and spin contributions can
be discriminated by analysing the harmonics of the measured signal using
lock-in techniques. The contribution arising from the electrically injected
magnons corresponds to the first harmonic of the measured signal, while the
thermally injected magnons are related with its second harmonic [2].

The slip length `b is another interesting quantity that can be explored
in more detail. In particular, in this work the slip length does not play
a relevant role but in devices with narrow “bottlenecks” of ferromagnetic
insulator it could be possible to obtain strong Poiseuille flow of magnons in
the no-slip regime (`b → 0). In principle, the slip length can be tuned by
means of composition of adjacent materials and interface, leading to changes
in momentum transfer processes across the interface.

The experimental verification of our proposal in YIG is challenging to real-
ize mainly due to the length scales below where viscous effects are dominant
(Dν ∼ 1 − 100 nm), because placing two Pt leads on top of YIG separated
by distances below Dν is not easy to achieve.

The results in our work hopefully show that nonlocal devices are an at-
tractive platform for studying magnon-fluid dynamics and for exploring,
among others, the above-mentioned directions for future experimental and
theoretical research.
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5 Piezospintronic effect in honeycomb
antiferromagnets

The emission of pure spin currents by mechanical deformations, the piezospin-
tronic effect, in antiferromagnets is studied. We characterize the piezospin-
tronic effect in an antiferromagnetic honeycomb monolayer in response to ex-
ternal strains. It is shown that the strain tensor components can be evaluated
in terms of the spin Berry phase. In addition, we propose an experimental
setup to detect the piezospin current generated in the piezospintronic mater-
ial through the inverse spin Hall effect. Our results apply to a wide family
of two-dimensional antiferromagnetic materials without inversion symmetry,
such as the transition-metal chalcogenophosphates materials MPX3 (M=V,
Mn; X=S, Se, Te) and NiPSe3.a

5.1 Introduction

Spintronics is one of the most promising areas in condensed matter from
the point of view of development of novel devices that can enhance or dir-
ectly replace conventional electronics[95, 96]. This has motivated intense
studies to understand the mutual relation between spin currents and mag-
netic properties[97]. In this context, antiferromagnets (AFs) have recently
gained attention due to their favorable properties[98] and abundance in
nature[99–105]. Compared with conventional ferromagnets, AFs lack mac-
roscopic magnetization[10] and furthermore can be operative at much higher
frequencies than ferromagnets[106]. The absence of stray fields makes them
robust against perturbation due to magnetic fields. Moreover, AFs have also

aThis Chapter is based on Piezospintronic effect in honeycomb antiferromagnets,
Phys. Rev. B 69, 104419 (2017). C. Ulloa performed all analytical calculations with
the input of A. S. Nunez, R. E. Troncoso, and R. A. Duine. C. Ulloa and R. E. Tron-
coso wrote the manuscript. A. S. Nunez conceived the project. All authors contributed
to the text.
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opened a new branch in spintronics by hosting topological matter, such as
Weyl semimetals[107] and topological insulators[108].

AFs can also be the cornerstone of spin-current generation. It has been
shown that spin angular momentum can be transported through AF|NM
(normal metal) heterostructures, in the form of pumped spin and staggered
spin currents[109], associated with the dynamics of the magnetization and
staggered field (Néel order) respectively. An alternative route for the gen-
eration of spin currents has recently been proposed, which is based on the
coupling between mechanical distortions and spin degrees of freedom, namely
the piezospintronic effect[110]. Unlike the related piezoelectric [111, 112] and
piezomagnetic effects [113], this phenomena is restricted to appear in sys-
tems with the concomitance of time reversal(T ) and inversion (I) symmetry
breaking. Although in principle, a crystal might display simultaneously the
piezoelectric, piezomagnetic and piezospintronic effects.

From a phenomenological point of view, a magnetic crystal under mech-
anical deformations gives rise in linear response to a spin dipolar moment,
P sσ;j =

∑
kl λσ;jklukl, with λ the piezospintronic pseudo-tensor[114], where σ

and j label spin and position components respectively, and

ukl =
1

2
(∂luk + ∂kul)

the strain tensor[115] with ~u the deformation field (sketched in Fig.5.1).
Under inversion λ change sign and therefore like the piezoelectric[111] and
piezomagnetic effects[113], the piezospintronic effect is restricted only to
crystals lacking a center of inversion. Similarly, the spin dipole moment is
odd under time reversal, so a system with a non-vanishing piezospintronic
tensor must have broken time reversal invariance.

The spin dipolar moment and spin currents are linked[110], through the
standard definition [116] of spin currents, by

jSσ,i =
dPSσ;i

dt
. (5.1)

Is intuitive to realize that crystals classes invariant under T I will respond
with a pure spin-current to an external strain, i.e., displaying exclusively the
piezospintronic effect without giving rise to charge currents. The simple way
to understand that is to require T − and I−symmetry breaking and thus,
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5.2 Antiferromagnetic honeycomb

each spin component manifests opposite piezoelectric effects [114, 115]. Un-
der inversion the direction of each piezoelectric effect is reversed, while the
spin labels remain unchanged and thus there is a reversal of the piezospin
current. An additional spin reversal, through the action of T , will restore
the original current. Therefore, it is expected that crystals classes invariant
simultaneously under spin reversal and spatial inversion will respond with a
pure spin-current to an external deformation. Some AFs structures, like an-
tiferromagnetic honeycombs, represent natural systems to explore this effect
since they bring together alternating spin configurations that additionally
break inversion symmetry.

In this work we present detailed calculations concerning the piezospin-
tronic tensor of an antiferromagnetic honeycomb lattice. These calculations
were performed within the tight-binding approximation. In heterostructures
as AF|NM (normal metal) this effect can be tested via inverse spin Hall effect
(ISHE) measurements[93, 117].

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.2, we compute the piezospin-
tronic properties of an AF honeycomb lattice. In Sec. 5.3 we propose an
experimental setup to measure the piezospintronic spin current generated
at the interface with a normal metal (NM) through the ISHE in the NM.
Finally, we finish in Sec. 5.4 with the conclusions and discussions.

5.2 Antiferromagnetic honeycomb

5.2.1 Model

We consider a honeycomb lattice with staggered spin array lying in the
xy-plane, as is described in Fig. 5.1. The antiparallel lattices of spins,
represented by the red and blue dots in Fig. 5.1, are oriented along the z-
axis with spin polarization ΩA,B

i = ±∆z. Under spatial inversion around the
center of the unit cell, represented by the rhombus in Fig. 5.1, the position
of both sub lattices is reversed, i.e., blue and red dots are interchanged. A
subsequent time reversal operation flips the local spin and thus reverts the
effect of spatial inversion. The system is invariant under T I and therefore we
expect it to display a pure piezospintronic effect. Complementing the local
exchange term in our model we also consider hopping to nearest neighbours.
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5 Piezospintronic effect in honeycomb antiferromagnets

Figure 5.1: Antiferromagnetic honeycomb lattice in the xy plane. Red and blue
spheres represent the different spin species, spin up and down re-
spectively, whose spin polarizations are along z-direction. Note that
this structure lacks T and I symmetries but is invariant under the
T I transformation, thus fulfilling the requirements to exhibit pure
piezospintronic response. In the tight-binding approximation the first
nearest neighbours of each site are described by the vectors ~δi with a0

the unperturbed lattice constant. Strains along x− and y−directions
are schematically depicted and represented by the strain deformation
field ux and uy, respectively.
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5.2 Antiferromagnetic honeycomb

The net Hamiltonian is

H = −
∑

〈i,j〉,σ

tij

(
c†iσcjσ + h.c.

)
+ ∆

∑

i;σ,σ′

ηic
†
iσσ

z
σσ′ciσ′ (5.2)

where c†iσ(ciσ) is the operator that creates(annihilates) an electron with spin
σ on site i, and ηi = ±1 depending on the sublattice. The hopping matrix
element is tij , the energy difference between the spin species is ∆, and σz is
the z−component of the Pauli matrix vector. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.2)
is Fourier transformed to momentum space and written as

Ha =

(
∆ γk
γ∗k −∆

)
, Hb =

(
−∆ γk
γ∗k ∆

)
,

H =

(
Ha 0
0 Hb

)
;

with γk =
∑

i t
i,i+~δi

exp(i~k · ~δi). In the follwing we label tj the hopping

amplitude conecting a site with his neighbour ~δj (see Fig. 5.1). At this point
we can draw an analogy between the model Hamiltonian we are proposing
and the tight-binding model of Boron-Nitride (BN) monolayers[118]. Sharing
the honeycomb structure we see how our model reduces to the BN for each
spin species, but with an opposite role for each sub lattice. The effect we
are looking for follows from the piezoelectric response of BN and will share
all the symmetry properties with it.

5.2.2 Piezospintronic tensor of a honeycomb antiferromagnet

As the crystal belongs to the point group 6̄m2 (D3h)[114], following the
symmetry analysis of BN we can conclude the following property of the
piezospintronic tensor[118]. All the components of the tensor are zero except
for

λz;yyy = −λz;yxx = −λz;xyx.

Our task is then reduced to the evaluation of only one of the components of
the tensor, e.g. λz;yyy. We evaluate the net spin dipolar moment created by
a deformation of the lattice along the y−direction. With the deformation
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5 Piezospintronic effect in honeycomb antiferromagnets

the different hopping amplitudes will change, a simple geometrical analysis
leads to

dt1 = dt2 =
1

2
dt3 =

(
∂t

∂a

)
duyy

where t is the hopping amplitude at an inter-atomic distance a. The net
spin dipolar moment generated is given by[119]

dPS
z;y = At1

z,ydt1 + At2
z,ydt2 + At3

z,ydt3,

where Atα
z,y is defined as

Atα
z,y ≡

∂Ps
z;y

∂tα
,

and can be evaluated in terms of spin Berry phases[110, 120] which depend
on the electronic Bloch states |φν〉 as

Atα
i,j = −

∑

ν

∫

BZ

d2k

(2π)2
nν(k)Im

〈
∂φν
∂kj

∣∣∣∣σi
∣∣∣∣
∂φν
∂tα

〉
. (5.3)

The symmetry of the hexagonal lattice enforces a relation among the dif-
ferent Atα

i,j that reads, At1
z,y = At2

z,y = −1
2At3

z,y, leading to the final expression
for the piezospintronic tensor,

λz;yyy = −1

2

(
∂t

∂a

)
At3
z,y. (5.4)

The integrand in the expression for At3
z,y is displayed in Fig. 5.2. It displays

well defined maxima around the corners of the Brillouin zone. The integral
is complicated and needs to be evaluated numerically, which obtained result
is displayed in Fig. 5.3. Around one of the Dirac points of the Brillouin zone,
however the Berry curvature can be approximated analytically, yielding

At3
z,y = −sign(∆)

6πa0t
. (5.5)

The independence of the magnitude of ∆ in this result arises from the ex-
pression of the eigenstates |φν〉 in the long wavelength limit. As his j-th
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Figure 5.2: Berry curvature in the first Brillouin zone of antiferromagnetic honey-
comb (see Eq. (5.3)). The integral of this function leads us directly to
the value of the piezospintronic tensor λz;yyy (see Eq. (5.4)). Due to
the presence of the local energy ∆ there is an asymmetry in the two
sublattices, which opens a gap in the spectra around the Dirac points.
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Figure 5.3: Result of the integration of At3
z,y for antiferromagnetic honeycomb

as function of the local energy ∆. The blue line corresponds to the
numerical integration of the Berry curvature in the first Brillouin zone.
The red line shows the exact calculation in the long wavelength limit.
The maximum(minimum) value of the curve is 2π/3(−2π/3) as we
expect from the long wavelength approximation (see Eq.(5.5)).
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5 Piezospintronic effect in honeycomb antiferromagnets

component is proportional to tkj we can replace ∂tj → ∂kj obtaining an
expression proportional to a Chern number[121].

5.3 Detection of piezospin currents

Now we propose an experimental setup to perform an indirect detection of
the spin current generated by the piezospintronic effect. We consider two
adjacent materials, as is shown in Fig. 5.4, one being piezospintronic and the
other being a normal metal with strong spin-orbit coupling(SOC). As is well
known, due to the SOC, a charge current jq flowing in the NM converts into
a pure spin current(SHE), and vice versa(ISHE)[93]. Based on the above
effect we expect to measure a charge Hall current as a result of the piezospin
current induced at the interface. The process of injection of a spin current
into a metal has been widely studied, as for example in Refs. [122, 123]. We
consider that a spin current is generated in the piezospintronic material with
no loss of spin angular momentum in the bulk. Thus, the total spin current
at the interface is jSσ(y = 0) = Js,σ. For simplicity a perfect transmission
of spin current through the interface is assumed. Under this assumption we
calculate analytically the charge current generated in the normal metal in
terms of the spin current emitted from the piezospintronic material.

To analyze the connection between the spin and charge currents in the
metallic material we solve the spin diffusion equation for the spin accumulation[125]
µs(x),

∇2µs =
µs
`2s
, (5.6)

where `s stands for the characteristic spin diffusion length of the NM. The
boundary conditions for Eq. (5.6) enforce continuity for the spin current
which reads,

∂yµs |y=0 = −G0

σ
Jnet
s,z (5.7)

∂yµs |y=d = 0, (5.8)

where G0 = 2e2/h is the quantum of conductance, σ and d are the conductiv-
ity and the thickness of the NM. Jnet

s,z is the net spin current flowing through
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d

µz(y)
y

x

uyy

NM

Js,z Jq

Figure 5.4: Schematic setup for the detection of piezospin currents. The proposal
is based on similar geometries as is used for the measurement of the
spin Seebeck effect[124]. Under a strain uyy a spin current Js,z = Js,zŷ
is induced in the piezospintronic material and injected into the NM. In
turn this results in a spin accumulation µz(y) on the NM (translation
symmetry in z is assumed). Due to the spin orbit coupling in the NM
a transverse charge current Jq along x−direction, i.e., a ISHE signal.

into the NM. The net spin current is the sum of the injected piezospin cur-
rent, as given in Eq. (5.1), and a backflow spin current Jback

s in the opposite
direction due to the induced spin accumulation on the NM side of the inter-
face. In the calculation of the spin Hall current we disregard spin transfer
torques generated by the spin current in the normal metal acting on the an-
tiferromagnet. Moreover, without loss of generality the piezospin current is
considered to flow in the y−direction and polarized along the z− axis. Ad-
ditionally, in the bulk of NM spin and charge currents are related through
the relations

jq =
σ

e
∇µ− σ′

2e
∇× µs, (5.9)

2e

~
jSz = − σ

2e
∂yµs −

σ′

e
z×∇µ (5.10)

with µ the electronic chemical potential and σ′ the spin Hall conductivity
in the NM[126]. Solving Eqs. (5.6−5.10) leads to an induced Hall charge
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5 Piezospintronic effect in honeycomb antiferromagnets

current density along the x−direction

〈jqx〉 = Γ
∑

kl

λz;ykl
dukl
dt

,

where Γ =
2e

~
`s
d

tan θH tanh

(
d

2`s

)
, the Hall angle is θH = arctan [σ′/σ],

and 〈...〉 denotes a thickness average. This effect can be measured by making
use of materials with huge potential for spintronic devices[42], for example
the transition metal chalcogenophosphates MPX3 (M=V, Mn; X=S, Se, Te)
and NiPSe3. These materials are 2D semiconductors in which the transition-
metal atoms of the compound are organized in a honeycomb lattice. Recent
theoretical studies[127, 128] have shown that these materials might exhibit
a Néel order in the ground state which is not affected under strain. Nev-
ertheless this setup also works with materials without T I symmetry. In
that case there will be an additional piezoelectric response, but the charge
current generated in that process will generate a transversal signal in the
metal which will not affect the Hall signal. It is worth commenting that a
reciprocal effect is also expected. From Onsager’s relations[20, 47] a stress
is expected in response to a spin-current injected into the system

sij =
∑

lm

λ̃l;mijj
S
l;m, (5.11)

where s stands as the stress tensor[115] appearing in response to the spin
current jS . This converse piezospintronic effect might lead to novel mech-
anisms to detect pure spin currents. In fact, this effect might be useful is
the mechanical resonance of the piezospintronic material. The idea is to
consider an AF-FM interface with the FM under ferromagnetic resonance.
This will inject a spin current in the piezospintronic and due to the reciprocal
piezospintronic effect (see Eq. (5.11)). With the proper excitation frequency
it might get even into a resonant state.

5.4 Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed the possibility of generating and detecting
pure spin currents via the piezospintronic effect in honeycomb antiferro-
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magnets. We discussed the principal characteristics of this effect and the
symmetry properties that lead to a pure spin current in response to strain.
We characterized the piezospintronic response of a honeycomb antiferro-
magnetic layer, which fulfills the symmetry conditions to develop a pure
piezospintronic response, and calculated its piezospintronic tensor. In the
long wavelength approximation we showed that the relevant coefficients of
the piezospintronic tensor are proportional to a Chern number. Finally, we
proposed an experimental setup to measure the spin current generated in
this way by converting it into an electric current through the ISHE. This
work extends the grounds for spin-mechanics[129, 130] systems because it
provides a direct coupling between spin current and strain.
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6 Magnon mediated exciton condensation

Electrons and holes residing on the opposing sides of an insulating bar-
rier and experiencing an attractive Coulomb interaction can spontaneously
form a coherent state known as an indirect exciton condensate. We study
a trilayer system where the barrier is an antiferromagnetic insulator. The
electrons and holes here additionally interact via interfacial coupling to the
antiferromagnetic magnons. We show that by employing magnetically un-
compensated interfaces, we can design the magnon-mediated interaction to
be attractive or repulsive by varying the thickness of the antiferromagnetic
insulator by a single atomic layer. We derive an analytical expression for
the critical temperature Tc of the indirect exciton condensation. Within
our model, anisotropy is found to be crucial for achieving a finite Tc, which
increases with the strength of the exchange interaction in the antiferromag-
netic bulk. For realistic material parameters, we estimate Tc to be around
7 K, the same order of magnitude as the current experimentally achievable
exciton condensation where the attraction is solely due to the Coulomb inter-
action. The magnon-mediated interaction is expected to cooperate with the
Coulomb interaction for condensation of indirect excitons, thereby provid-
ing a means to significantly increase the exciton condensation temperature
range.a

6.1 Introduction

Interactions between fermions result in exotic states of matter. Supercon-
ductivity is a prime example, where the negatively charged electrons can
have an overall attractive coupling mediated by individual couplings to the

aThis chapter is based on Magnon mediated exciton condensation, Ø. Johansen, A.
Kamra, C. Ulloa, R.A. Duine, A. Brataas, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 177202 (2018). In
this work Ø. Johansen computed the main results with the input of A. Kamra. C.
Ulloa developed an initial model based on one magnetic sublattice, which was later
extended to two sublattices by Ø. Johansen. A. Brataas and R. A. Duine conceived
the project. Ø. Johansen drafted the paper, all authors contributed to the manuscript.
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6 Magnon mediated exciton condensation

vibrations, known as phonons, of the positively charged lattice. In addition
to charge, the electron also has a spin degree of freedom. The electron spin
can interact with localized magnetic moments through an exchange interac-
tion exciting the magnetic moment by transfer of angular momentum. These
excitations are quasiparticles known as magnons. Theoretical predictions of
electron-magnon interactions have shown that these can also induce effects
such as superconductivity [131–140].

Research interest in antiferromagnetic materials is surging [100, 141]. This
enthusiasm is due to the promising properties of antiferromagnets such as
high resonance frequencies in the THz regime and a vanishing net magnetic
moment. Much of this research focuses on interactions involving magnons or
spin waves at magnetic interfaces in hybrid structures. Examples of this are
spin pumping [142–148], spin transfer [144, 149–151], and spin Hall mag-
netoresistance [26, 27, 152–155] at normal metal interfaces, and magnon-
mediated superconductivity in metals [140] and topological insulators [139].
Recently, an experiment has also demonstrated spin transport in an anti-
ferromagnetic insulator over distances up to 80 µm [156]. Moreover, anti-
ferromagnetic materials are also of interest since it is believed that high-
temperature superconductivity in cuprates is intricately linked to magnetic
fluctuations near an antiferromagnetic Mott insulating phase [157, 158].
Thus it is crucial to achieve a good understanding of antiferromagnetic
magnon-electron interactions, as well as electron-electron interactions me-
diated by antiferromagnetic magnons.

In this Chapter, we theoretically demonstrate the application of antifer-
romagnetic insulators to condensation of indirect excitons. An exciton is
a bound state consisting of an electron and a hole. The excitons interact
attractively through the Coulomb interaction due to their opposite charges
[159]. Initially predicted many decades ago [160, 161], the exciton condens-
ate has been surprisingly elusive. A challenge is that the exciton lifetime is
too short to form a condensate due to exciton-exciton annihilation processes
such as Auger recombination [162–165]. The problem of short exciton life-
times can be solved by having a spatial separation between the electrons and
holes in a trilayer system, where the electrons and holes are separated by an
insulating barrier [166–168] to drastically lower the recombination rate. Ex-
citons in such systems are often referred to as (spatially) indirect excitons,
and these are ideal to observe the exciton condensate. Herein, we consider
a system where the insulating barrier is an antiferromagnetic insulator, as
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(a) (b)

ẑ

L RAFI L RAFI

Figure 6.1: (a) An antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI) sandwiched between two sep-
arate fermion reservoirs, denoted by L and R. We let the spins on
sublattice A (illustrated in blue) be down, and the spins on sublattice
B (illustrated in red) be up. (b) The fermions in the two reservoirs
can interact through emission and absorption of magnons. For the
process in the figure we have that either a spin-up fermion in L emits
a Sz = +~ magnon (red arrow) which is absorbed by a spin-down
fermion in R, or a spin-down fermion in R emits a Sz = −~ magnon
(blue dashed arrow) absorbed by a spin-up fermion in L.

shown in Fig. 6.1. The insulating barrier can then serve a dual purpose:
in addition to increasing the exciton lifetime, the spin fluctuations in the
antiferromagnet mediate an additional attractive interaction between the
electrons and the holes. This magnon-mediated interaction cooperates with
the Coulomb interaction thereby enabling an increase of the temperature
range for observing exciton condensation in experiments.

The indirect exciton condensate has two main experimental signatures.
The first is a dissipationless counterflow of electric currents in the two layers
[169–171]. When the exciton condensate moves in one direction, the resulting
charge currents in the individual layers are antiparallel due to the oppositely
charged carriers in the two layers. The second signature is a large enhance-
ment of the zero-bias tunneling conductance between the layers [172, 173],
reminiscent of the Josephson effect in superconductors.

The exciton condensate is expected to exist when the number of electrons
in one layer equals the number of holes in the other. Thus far, to the
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6 Magnon mediated exciton condensation

best of our knowledge, experiments with an unequivocal detection of the
exciton condensate have utilized quantum Hall systems with a half filling
of the lowest Landau level to satisfy this criterion [174–178]. Such systems
rely on high external magnetic fields. A recent experiment studying double-
bilayer graphene systems has, however, been able to detect the enhanced
zero-bias tunneling conductance signature of indirect exciton condensation
without any magnetic field, by controlling the electron and hole populations
through gate voltages [179]. This is an indication of the possible existence of
an exciton condensate, and shows promise for finding a magnetic-field free
exciton condensate.

In this Chapter, we show that the magnon-mediated interaction between
the electrons and holes can be attractive or repulsive depending on whether
the two magnetic interfaces are with the same or opposite magnetic sublat-
tices. In turn, this enables an unprecedented control over the interaction
nature via the variation of the antiferromagnetic insulator thickness by a
single atomic layer. Consequently, when the magnon-mediated interaction
is paired with the Coulomb interaction, this can be used to control the
favored spin structure of the excitons. In our model, we find that the crit-
ical temperature for condensation is enhanced by the exchange interaction
in the antiferromagnet, and that a finite magnetic anisotropy is needed to
have an attractive interaction around the Fermi level. Our results suggest
that if one lets the insulating barrier in indirect exciton condensation exper-
iments be an antiferromagnetic insulator, the magnon-mediated interactions
can significantly strengthen the correlations between the electrons and holes.

6.2 Model

We consider a trilayer system where an antiferromagnetic insulator is sand-
wiched between two fermion reservoirs, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (a). We
will then later consider the case where one of these reservoirs is populated
by electrons, and the other by holes. This system can be described by the
Hamiltonian H = Hel + Hmag + Hint, where Hel describes the electronic
part of the system in the fermion reservoirs, Hmag describes the spins in
the antiferromagnetic insulator, and Hint describes the interfacial interac-
tion between the fermions and magnons. We assume all three layers to be
atomically thin, and thus two-dimensional, for simplicity.
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6.2 Model

We consider a uniaxial easy-axis antiferromagnetic insulator described by
the Hamiltonian

Hmag = J
∑

〈i,j〉

Si · Sj −
K

2

∑

i

S2
iz . (6.1)

Here J > 0 is the strength of the nearest-neighbor exchange interaction
between the spins which have a magnitude |Si| = ~S for all i, and K > 0 is
the easy-axis anisotropy constant. Next, we perform a Holstein–Primakoff
transformation (HPT) [94] of the spin operators on each sublattice, de-
noted by sublattices A and B, as defined in Fig. 6.1. From the HPT,

we have that the operator a
(†)
i annihilates (creates) a magnon at ri when

ri ∈ A, and equivalently b
(†)
i annihilates (creates) a magnon at ri when

ri ∈ B. The magnetic Hamiltonian can be diagonalized through Fourier

and Bogoliubov transformations to the form Hmag =
∑

k εk

(
µ†kµk + ν†kνk

)
.

The magnon energy is given by εk = ~
√

(1− γ2
k)ω2

E + ω‖(2ωE + ω‖), where

k is the magnon momentum, γ±k = z−1
∑

δ exp (ik · δ), δ a set of vec-
tors to each nearest neighbor, z the number of nearest neighbors, ωE =

~JSz, and ω‖ = ~KS. The eigenmagnon operators µ
(†)
k and ν

(†)
k are re-

lated to the HPT magnon operators through the Bogoliubov transforma-
tion µk = ukak + vkb

†
−k, νk = ukbk + vka

†
−k. The Bogoliubov coefficients

uk and vk are given by uk =
√

(Γk + 1)/2 and vk =
√

(Γk − 1)/2, with
Γk = {1− [ωEγk/(ωE + ω‖)]

2}−1/2.

The interfacial exchange interaction between the fermions and magnons
at the two magnetic interfaces is modeled by the s-d interaction [180, 181]

Hint = −
∑

j=L,R

∑

k=A,B

∑

i∈Ajk

J jk(ri)ρ̂j(ri) · S(ri) , (6.2)

where AL(R)
k is the interface section between the left (right) fermion reservoir

and the k-th (k = A,B) sublattice of the antiferromagnetic insulator. The
interfacial exchange coupling constants J jk(ri) are defined so that they take

on the value J jk(ri) = J jk if ri ∈ Ajk, and zero otherwise. We have also defined
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the electronic spin density

ρ̂j(ri) =
1

2

∑

σ,σ′

ψ†σ,j(ri)σσσ′ψσ′,j(ri) (6.3)

with ψ
(†)
σ,j annihilating (creating) a fermion with spin σ in the j-th (j = L,R)

fermion reservoir, and σ = (σx, σy, σz) being a vector of Pauli matrices.

6.3 Effective magnon potential

We will now use a path integral approach where we treat the magnon-fermion
interaction as a perturbation, and integrate out the magnonic fields that give
rise to processes as illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (b) to express the interaction as an
effective potential between the fermion reservoirs. We consider the coherent-
state path integral Z =

∫
D2ψLD2ψRD2µD2ν exp (−S/~) in imaginary time,

where D2µ ≡ DµDµ∗ etc. The action S is given by

S =

∫ ~β

0
dτ

{
~
∑

i

[ ∑

σ=↑,↓

∑

j=L,R

ψ∗σ,j(ri, τ)∂τψσ,j(ri, τ)

+
∑

η=µ,ν

η∗(ri, τ)∂τη(ri, τ)

]
+H(τ)

}
, (6.4)

where τ = it is imaginary time, and β = 1/(kBT ) with kB being the
Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Note that in the coherent-
state path integral we can replace fermion operators by Grassman numbers
( ψ† → ψ∗) and boson operators by complex numbers (η† → η∗).

We now treat Hint as a perturbation, and keep terms up to second order.
We discard any terms that only contribute to intralayer interactions, as
we are interested in the interlayer potential between the fermion reservoirs.
Next, we integrate out the magnon fields µ(∗) and ν(∗), and write the path
integral over the fermion reservoirs as Z ≈

∫
D2ψLD2ψR exp (−Seff/~). In

the momentum and Matsubara-frequency bases, the effective action Seff is
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given by b

Seff = Sel + ~β
∑

σ=↑,↓

∑

lmn

∑

kk′q

Uσ(q, iωn)ψ∗σ,L(k′ + q, iνl + iωn)

× ψ−σ,L(k′, iνl)ψ
∗
−σ,R(k− q, iνm − iωn)ψσ,R(k, iνm) , (6.5)

where we have here introduced the fermionic and bosonic Matsubara frequen-
cies, νn = (2n + 1)π/(~β) and ωn = 2πn/(~β) respectively. The action Sel

describes the contribution of the fermionic fields to the action in Eq. (6.4),
except for the contributions from Hint. The latter term, Hint, is instead
described by the contribution of the magnon-mediated interlayer-fermion
potential

Uσ(q, iωn) ≡ −~2S

N

[
JLµ (q)JRµ (q)

−σi~ωn + εq
+
JLν (q)JRν (q)

σi~ωn + εq

]
(6.6)

to the effective action, where N is the total number of spin sites in the an-
tiferromagnet. We assume the two magnetic interfaces are uncompensated,
i.e. each interface is only with one of the antiferromagnetic sublattices as
shown in Fig. 6.1. We compute that the coupling constants JL,Rµ,ν (q) describ-
ing the effective exchange coupling strength between the spin of the fermions

in reservoirs L, R to the spin of the eigenmagnons µq, νq are J
L/R
µ (q) =

vqJ
L/R
B (rL/R)− uqJL/RA (rL/R) and J

L/R
ν (q) = vqJ

L/R
A (rL/R)− uqJL/RB (rL/R).

Since each interface is with only one sublattice, JLµ (q) = −uqJLA if the left

interface is with sublattice A, and JLµ (q) = vqJ
L
B if the left interface is with

sublattice B. We get analogous results for the right interface. We see that
the effective coupling constants JL,Rµ,ν (q) can have the same or opposite sign

as the coupling constants JL,RA,B depending on which sublattice is at the inter-
face. This has to do with the spin projection of the eigenmagnon relative to
the equilibrium spin direction of the sublattice at the interface. The effective
coupling constants JL,Rµ,ν (q) are also enhanced by a Bogoliubov coefficient uq
or vq with respect to the coupling constants JL,RA,B . These are typically large

numbers. For q = 0 we have u0 ≈ v0 ≈ 2−3/4 × (ωE/ω‖)
1/4 to lowest order

in the small ratio ω‖/ωE . The enhancement is due to large spin fluctuations

bSee the Supplemental Material [182], which includes Ref. [183], for the full derivation
of the effective potential, gap equation, and critical temperature.
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6 Magnon mediated exciton condensation

at each sublattice of the antiferromagnet per eigenmagnon in the system,
since the eigenmagnons are squeezed states [139, 184].

By studying Eq. (6.6), we note that we have Re[Uσ(q, iωn)] < 0 for
identical uncompensated interfaces, whereas for a system where one of the
interfaces is with sublattice A and the other with sublattice B, we have
Re[Uσ(q, iωn)] > 0. Consequentially, this allows us to control whether the
magnon-mediated interlayer-fermion potential Uσ(q, iωn) is attractive or re-
pulsive by designing the interfaces. Whether this potential is attractive
or repulsive can depend on a single atomic layer. This allows for an un-
precedented high degree of control and tunability of the interlayer-fermion
interactions. The sign difference of the potential can be explained by how
the two fermions coupled by the magnon interact with the eigenmagnon
spin. For Re[Uσ(q, iωn)] < 0 we have processes where the fermions couple
symmetrically to the magnon spin, i.e. both fermions couple either ferro-
magnetically or antiferromagnetically to its spin. On the other hand, for
Re[Uσ(q, iωn)] > 0 we have an asymmetric coupling, where one fermion
couples ferromagnetically to the eigenmagnon spin and the other fermion
couples antiferromagnetically.

6.4 Indirect exciton condensation

We will now study spontaneous Bose–Einstein condensation of spatially-
indirect excitons where the attraction is mediated by the antiferromagnetic
magnons. We consider the left (right) reservoir to be an n-doped (p-doped)
semiconductor. We describe the semiconductors by the Hamiltonian

Hel(τ) =
∑

j=L,R

∑

k

∑

σ=↑,↓
εj(k)ψ†σ,j(k, τ)ψσ,j(k, τ) , (6.7)

with εL(k) = −εR(k) = ~2k2/(2m) − εF ≡ ε(k). Here m is the effective
electron and hole mass, which we assume to be equal, and εF is the Fermi
level. While the operator ψ†σ,L/R creates an electron with spin σ in the

left/right layer, we note that due to the negative dispersion in the right
layer the excitations in this layer are effectively described by electron holes.
We also note that we have not included a Coulomb interaction between the
electron and the holes in our model. The effect of the Coulomb potential on
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6.4 Indirect exciton condensation

indirect exciton condensation has been widely studied in previous literature
[185]. We will later argue why the magnon-mediated potential is expected
to cooperate with the Coulomb potential in the case of indirect exciton
condensation.

The interaction in Eq. (6.5) is too complicated for us to solve for the
exciton condensation. We then do an approximation similar to the Bardeen–
Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity [186, 187], and assume
that the dominant contribution to the interaction arises when the excitons
have zero net momentum (k + k′ = q), and similarly for the Matsubara
frequencies (iνl + iνm = iωn). Next, we introduce the order parameter

∆σ(k, iνm) ≡−
∑

n

∑

k′

Uσ(k− k′, iνm − iνn)

× ψ∗σ,R(k′, iνn)ψσ,L(k′, iνn) (6.8)

and its Hermitian conjugate, and perform a Hubbard–Stratonovich trans-
formation of the effective action. By doing a saddle-point approximation
and integrating over the fermionic fields, we then obtain the gap equation

∆−σ(k′, iνn) =
∑

m

∑

k

β−1Uσ(k− k′, iνm − iνn)

× ∆σ(k, iνm)

|∆σ(k, iνm)|2 + ε(k)2 + (~νm)2
. (6.9)

We note that the magnon-mediated potential is attractive when Uσ (q, iωn) >
0 in the case of indirect exciton condensation, which can be seen from re-
arranging the fermionic fields in Eq. (6.5).

We now use Eq. (6.9) to find an analytical expression for the critical tem-
perature Tc below which the excitons spontaneously form a Bose–Einstein
condensate. To obtain an analytical solution, we focus on the case when
the gap functions and the magnon-mediated potential are independent of
momentum and frequency. This corresponds to an instantaneous contact
interaction, and we therefore assume that the gap functions have an s-wave
pairing. Moreover, we see that the gap equation in Eq. (6.9) only has a
solution when ∆σ and ∆−σ have the same sign. In the case where spin-
degeneracy is unbroken, it is fair to assume that ∆σ = ∆−σ, indicating
triplet-like pairing. In superconductivity, s-wave and triplet pairing are mu-
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6 Magnon mediated exciton condensation

tually exclusive for even frequency order parameters, but in the case of
indirect excitons the same symmetry restrictions on the order parameter do
not apply, as the composite boson does not consist of identical particles. In
other words, for indirect excitons the symmetries in momentum space and
spin space are decoupled from one another. As both the magnon-mediated
potential and the Coulomb potential are in the s-wave channel and the Cou-
lomb potential is independent of spin, the magnon-mediated potential works
together with the Coulomb potential enhancing the attractive exciton pair-
ing interaction. The fact that we can design whether the magnon-mediated
potential is attractive or repulsive allows us to control which spin channel is
the most favorable for the excitons to condensate.
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Figure 6.2: Dependence of the normalized critical temperature on the strength of
the normalized magnetic anisotropy.

To determine Tc we perform a BCS-like calculation [187] and restrict
the sum over Matsubara frequencies to a thin shell around the Fermi level
(|~νm| < ε0), where the magnon-mediated potential is attractive. The ana-
lytical expression for Tc is found to be

Tc =
2eγEMε0
πkB

exp

(
− 2πε0

Su0v0ma2JLAJ
R
B

)
, (6.10)
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6.4 Indirect exciton condensation

where γEM ≈ 0.577 is the Euler–Mascheroni constant and a the lattice con-
stant of the semiconductors. Here we have assumed that the left and right
magnetic interfaces consist of opposite sublattices. This leads to an attract-
ive exciton interaction. If we assume the exchange energy among the spins
in the bulk is much larger than the interface coupling (~ωE � Sma2JLAJ

R
B ),

the value of the anisotropy that maximizes Tc is

~ω(opt)
‖ ≡ Sma2JLAJ

R
B

16π
. (6.11)

The full dependence of Tc on the magnetic anisotropy is shown in Fig.
6.2. The critical temperature for indirect exciton condensation is largest
for a nonzero and finite magnetic anisotropy. This is because in the limit
ω‖ → 0 the magnon gap in the antiferromagnetic insulator vanishes, and
consequentially so does the thin shell around the Fermi level where the
magnon-mediated potential is attractive. In the case of a large anisotropy,

ω‖ � ω
(opt)
‖ , the enhancement of the magnon-mediated potential due to

magnon squeezing is lost [184]. When the anisotropy takes on its optimal
value, the critical temperature becomes

T (opt)
c ≡

√
~ωESma2JLAJ

R
B√

2π3/2kB
eγEM−1/2 . (6.12)

Notably, we see that the critical temperature increases monotonously with
increasing strength of the exchange interaction ~ωE . The optimal choice of
an antiferromagnetic insulator would then be a material with a magnetic
anisotropy (~ω‖) on an energy scale proportional to the exchange coupling

at the interface (~JL,RA,B), and a very strong exchange interaction in the bulk
of the antiferromagnetic insulator (~ωE).

To show how high the Tc of indirect exciton condensation in our model can
be using only the magnon-mediated interaction, we give a numerical estim-
ate for realistic material parameters. Using the parameters S = 1, m equal
the electron mass, a = 5 Å, ~JLA = ~JRB = 10 meV [137], ωE = 8.6× 1013 s−1

[188], and assuming the magnetic anisotropy takes on its optimal value

ω
(opt)
‖ = 9.9× 109 s−1, we obtain a T

(opt)
c of approximately 7 K. In compar-

ison, a recent experiment studying double bilayer graphene in the quantum
Hall regime found the Coulomb-mediated exciton condensation to have an
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6 Magnon mediated exciton condensation

activation energy of ∼ 8 K [178], which was ten times higher than what was
found in an experiment using GaAs [189]. This demonstrates that the po-
tential mediated by the antiferromagnetic magnons is capable of creating
strong correlations between the electrons and holes that could significantly
increase the critical temperature for condensation compared to when the
excitons are just bound through the Coulomb interaction.
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7 Outlook and conclusion

In this Thesis we dealt with magnons and electrons. We studied the inter-
play of magnons and electrons in bilayers systems in very different situations.
We have shown that SMR measurements are a promising option to study
and characterize strongly correlated magnetic systems and research along
these lines may strengthen the connection between quantum magnetism and
spintronics. Quantum magnets require very special conditions to reveal their
nature (such as strong magnetic fields or extremely low temperatures) and
we expect that by using mechanisms as SMR their secrets could be unraveled.
This might lead to applications in quantum computation, exploiting entan-
glement of magnons to build quantum simulators, among others.

We have also shown that nonlocal spin transport experiments are an aus-
picious way to study hydrodynamic phenomena in magnon systems. This
opens the possibility to, under the proper conditions, study turbulent re-
gimes that are not easily reached in other physical systems (as liquids or
quark-gluon plasmas). The complete understanding of the hydrodynamic
regime of magnons is not well established yet and more research in this dir-
ection is needed, for example to acquire some insights in the nature of the
viscosity of a magnon fluid, the understanding of the related timescales in
which the viscous hydrodynamic regime is dominant, etc. As we have dis-
cussed, magnons are interesting candidates to study turbulence in a solid
state device as they are likely to reach the turbulent regime. Neverthe-
less further research in this direction is needed to properly understand the
necessary conditions to reach such a regime.

We have also shown that the interplay between spin currents and antifer-
romagnets brings new perspectives to the field. The generation of pure spin
currents is a problematic issue due to the limited number of mechanisms
that we are acquainted with. We showed that by means of deformations
it is possible to generate such spin currents. Nevertheless our work can be
extended into bulk, instead of two dimensional, systems that might be sim-
pler to treat from the experimental side. We also showed that through the
exchange interaction in an antiferromagnet it is possible to couple electrons
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7 Outlook and conclusion

and holes in two spatially separated semiconductors, and this benefits the
formation of an exciton condensate. This is also very interesting from an
experimental perspective due to the difficulties to experimentally achieve
such condensates. Thanks to the capability of spatially separating the spin
fluctuation from the rest of the system, this might be a feasible platform to
study spin-fluctuation mediated superconductivity.

In conclusion, we hope that all results in this Thesis motivate new theor-
etical and experimental work.
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Summary

Most of the technological devices that we use in our daily life are based
on electronics. Electronics is based on the movement of electrons through
a (semi)conducting material. But as the electrons move in such materials,
they will scatter around leading to a loss of energy that is converted into
waste heat. One of the main breakthroughs of the last decades is the devel-
opment of the transistor. A transistor is a device used to amplify or switch
electronic signals. Since its development the scaling of electronic circuits
has been leading to fast and steady improvement on their efficiency of oper-
ation. These advances led to the development of personal computers, mobile
phones, touch screens, etc.

In 1965 Gordon Moore predicted that the number of transistors in an
integrated circuit (or chip) will double every two yearsa. This is now known
as Moore’s law. The predictions of Moore’s law worked for around 50 years
but in the last decades it seems that the law is coming to a dead end. As
the dimension of chips diminishes and the number of transistors grows, the
control of the required electric currents to make them work becomes more
difficult due to quantum effects and the above-mentioned waste heat. This
brings the urgency of new approaches that do not rely on miniaturization of
the devices to improve the efficiency of operation of a chip.

Magnon spintronics is a promising solution to this issues. It relies on
the interaction between electronic spins in a metal with spins in a magnetic
material, in general through interfaces. In a magnetic insulator electrons
do not move inside the material, avoiding the generation of waste heat.
Nevertheless, it is possible to use both the wavelike perturbations of the
magnetic order of the spins, known as magnons, as well as spin currents to
encode and ultimately transport information.

In this thesis we analyzed diverse aspects of magnon spintronics consider-
ing both ferromagnetic insulators and antiferromagnetic materials interfaced

aG. E. Moore. Cramming more components onto integrated circuits. Electronics, 38 8,
(1965)
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Summary

with metals. We studied the imprints of different phases of magnonic systems
such as the quantum magnon Mott insulating state, as well as the hydro-
dynamic regime and the presence of viscosity in a magnon fluid. We also
discussed how antiferromagnetic systems can be used to generate pure spin
currents in response to mechanical deformations, and how to achieve Bose-
Einstein condensation of excitons through an antiferromagnetic magnon-
mediated interaction.
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Samenvatting

De meeste van de technologische apparaten die we in ons dagelijks leven
gebruiken werken op de basis van elektronica. Het basisprincipe van elektron-
ica is de beweging van elektronen door een (half)geleidend materiaal. Echter,
door botsingsprocessen in het (half)geleidende materiaal, verliezen de elektronen
kinetische energie, het verlies van deze energie wordt omgezet in warmte. Een
van de grootste wetenschappelijke doorbraken van de laatste decennia is de
ontwikkeling van de transistor. Een transistor is een elektronisch onderdeel,
dat onder meer wordt gebruikt om elektronische signalen te versterken of te
schakelen. De transistor heeft de ontwikkeling van computerchips mogelijk
gemaakt. Deze vooruitgang heeft geleid tot onder meer de ontwikkeling van
persoonlijke computers, mobiele telefoons, en touchscreens.

In 1965 voorspelde Gorden Moore dat het aantal transistoren in een gëınte-
greerde schakeling (een chip) zich elke twee jaar zouden verdubbelena. Dit
is tegenwoordig bekend als Moore’s wet. De voorspellingen van Moore’s wet
hielden stand gedurende 50 jaar, maar in het afgelopen decennium gaat de
wet niet langer op. Terwijl de maat van de chips afneemt en het aantal tran-
sistoren binnen de chip toeneemt, wordt het controleren van de noodzakelijke
elektrische stroom steeds lastiger door kwantumeffecten en het bovengen-
oemde warmteverlies. Dit zorgt voor urgentie wat betreft nieuwe aanpakken
die zich niet baseren op de miniaturisering van de gëıntegreerde schakelingen
om efficiëntie te verbeteren.

Magnon spintronica is een veelbelovende oplossing voor deze belemmerin-
gen. Het is gebaseerd op de interactie tussen elektronische spins in een
metaal en de spins in een magnetisch materiaal, meestal door grensvlakken.
In een magnetische isolator bewegen de elektronen niet, dit voorkomt het
bovengenoemde verlies in warmte. Niettemin is het mogelijk om zowel de gol-
fachtige perturbaties van de magnetische orde, beter bekend als magnonen,
als de spinstromen te gebruiken voor het transporteren van informatie.

aG. E. Moore. Cramming more components onto integrated circuits. Electronics, 38 8,
(1965)
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift analyseren we verschillende aspecten van magnon spin-
tronica in zowel ferromagnetische isolatoren evenals in antiferromagnetische
materialen, grenzend aan metalen. We onderzochten de eigenschappen van
de verschillende fasen van magnonische systemen, zoals de quantum magnon
Mott insulator en het hydrodynamische regime met de aanwezigheid van vis-
cositeit in een magnon vloeistof. Daarnaast bestudeerden zowel we hoe we
antiferromagnetische systemen kunnen gebruiken om spinstromen te gener-
eren als reactie op mechanische vervormingen, als hoe Bose-Einstein-condensatie
van excitonen kan worden bereikt door de interactie tussen elektronen en anti
ferromagnetisch magnonen.
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